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Down Their Arms Unconfirmed Report Has It Exile Has Hopes of Rallying His Hailed From Southern States
to
Superintendent Clark Visited President Joseph F. Smith Can Leaves Several Points That Must Refuse Lay
That It Killed Its
After
Where Mercury is 100"
Followers to Start a
Be Still Cleared Up In
They Are Paid 4
not Be Excused from HearSanta Fe County InstiAuthorities.'
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the Future.
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GoverBor Mills has appointed B. F. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bernalillo Washington, June 15. Joseph F.
Adams of Albuquerque,
Smith, head of the Mormon church,
county, a notary public.
has been summoned to appear before
For the Treasury. '
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero the house sugar trust investigating
he knows of
has received the following sums, total- committee to tell what
of the Utah-IdahSugar
ing $555.82, for the treasury: Dr. T. the formation
W. Watson, treasurer of Lincoln coun- Company, a combination.
Senator Smoot of Utah, made an
ty, $368.71; Charles V. Safford, hank
examiner" fees, $25; Cleofes Romero, unsuccessful effort to have the Mor
convicts' earnings, $135.05; refund mon president excused insisting tnat
Thomas R. Cutler of Salt Lake could
$27.06.
supply all the information desired
Educational Matters.
from Mr. Smith:
the
of
Clark
E.
J.
Superintendent
The committee after considering
department of education visited the the matter
decided that Mr. Smith
Santa Fe county institute this mornshould appear in person.
the
in
much
interest
showed
and
ing
A resolution adopted In 1898 by the
work.
of the American Sugar Re
directors
at
is
of
education
The department
work grading the papers of cnaves fining Company, authorizing their com'
mittee to fix the price of sugar and to
and McKlnley counties.
buy "outside refineries at terms to be
Back.
8afford
Mr.
fixed at their discretion," confronted
has
Safford
V.
Traveling Auditor C.
the officials of the company today
returned from a trip made to Socorro, when
they appeared before the house
busion
and
Magdalena
Albuquerque
committee.
The resolution had been
office.
his
with
connected
ness
found in the minute books ot the
New Company.
company.
Articles of incorporation were filed
Tariff Tinkering Alone.
to
office
in the territorial secretary's
June 15. An attempt
Washington,
AsGrowers'
of
day by the Roswell Fruit
to extend the
o

'

-

,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, June 15. The in
ternational boundary commission, con
siBting of General Anson Mills, Ameri
cap commissioner, Senor Puga. Mexi-- (
can commissioner, and Hon. Eugene
Lafteur of Montreal, Canada, presiding commissioner, today, handed down
Its decision in the Chamisal arbitration.

The question submitted to the commission was as to the International
title of the Chamisal tract, a body of
accretion land lying between the pres
ent channel of the Rio Grande and
the obliterated and' abandoned channel of the river as surveyed by the
boundary commission in 1852.
The tract is and always has been
physically and geographically a part
of the city of El Paso, Texas. About
six thousand of the 40,000 Inhabitants
of El Paso live upon the tract.
The opinion and award of the commission are indecisive. The net result of the opinions of the three commissioners, which agree only at certain points of contact, is an attempted division of the tract between the
United States and Mexico, the suggested dividing line being the channel of
the river as it ran in 1864, a line
which the commission does not atand which is imtempt to
possible of relocation. The decision
marks a notable departure.
It Is the first attempt so far as Is
known In the history of jurisprudence
to divide "accretion land upon the theory that slow erosion would change
the boundary line and that rapid ero-

legislative program
sociation which is capitalized at
the Democratic majority at this
divided into 5,000 shares of $5
of congress failed completely
each. Four hundred shares of said last night at a caucus of the Demoas
to
subscribed
stock have been
cratic representatives. The result is
follows:
a reinforced determination of the
J. C. Hamilton, 58; Hobert Deers, Democrats to confine their legislative
57; John Shaw, 57; John T. Stone, efforts at this session of the tariff.
!7! w. ,S. Griffiths. 57: W. C. Urton,
Spiess at Washington.
57; W. G. Hamilton, 57. The objects Spet'lal to The New Mexican.
of the association are to buy, sen,
Washington, D. C, June 15. Reponerate and deal in all resentative
Barnhart, a Democrat of sion would not.
kinds of orchards, gardens, farms and Indiana, and an editor, introduced a
Vigorous dissenting opinions were
to
or
buy, bill that no
lands improved
unimproved;
periodical, filed both by the American and Mexinewspaper,
and
ot
fruits
sell and handle all kinds
or publication of like kind can commissioners. In concluding his
veeetables. etc. The principal place magazine,
be
the American commissioner
transmitted,
through the mails
of ' business of the corporation will without name or names of managing opinion,
that the award "breathes the
says
me
S.
unmtns
W.
and
Roswell
be at
editor or editors, publishers, owners, spirit of unconscious but nevertheless
statutory agent.
theBe to be printed in a conspicuous unauthorized compromise rather than
OFFICIAL.
place on the first page of, the paper of judicial determination."
Fort Sumner Land Office.
same certified to the postofflce
In substance the commissioners
A renort received
from the Fort and the
Any change in editors. found that un to a certain point the
department.
that
shows
office
during
land
Sumner
publishers or "owners are to be cer- i lands on the El Paso side of the river
the month of May there were 46 orig- tified
to the department. The penalty grew by accretion but that at another
inal homestead applications, acreage is $100 to $1,000
for each offense.
bj
period there was a sudden cut-of- f
s
being 7,695.65 and fees ana commisand
to
the
Referred
the river of a considerable portion
postofflce
sions $T26f.22; desert land entries',
committee.
of Mexican
territory. The lands
acreage 160 and money $40. Of the
A. Spiess arrived to attend gathered
accretion belong to
Charles
by
commuta26
were
final entries there
of the senate committee America; the lands suddenly cut off
the
meeting
4,038.-fiof
tions representing an acreage
on territories on Friday. The East- from Mexico belong to the latter
and purchase money of $5,050; ern railroads of New
Mexico was orIt Is believed to be Imposthere were 2 public sales of an acre- dered to comply with the long and country.
sible to draw the line between the
$322.09
in
257.67
and
of
bringing
age
short haul orders of the Interstate two and the whole case must be rele
while there were 130 final homestead Commerce Commission.
,
gated to diplomatic adjustment.
of
21,
entries covering an acreage
Arbitration Fails.
1R.72 and brineine in fees and com
Washington, D. C, June 15. As unThe total acre FIRE BREAKS OUT
missions of $811.11.
the
ON OHIO STEAMER. derstood here, the decision in
age, therefore, for the month of May,
zone case means a practical
Chamizal
was
6S
deeded over to homesteaders
failure of the tribunal.
767.69.
Quick Work of Captain Saves Lives
of Seventy-fiv- e
Persons, Most
POST CARD DAY
of Them Excursionists.
SOCIALIST REBEL
$25,-00-

0

extra-sessio-

n

post-road-

LEADERS

ARE INDICTED,

(By Special Leased Wire, lo Xew Mexican)
Paducah, Ky., June 15. Quick work
on the part of Captain John- L. Lowry,
of the river steamer John L. Lowry,
saved the lives of sixty five persons
fnv Soecial Leased Wire to New Mexican) - early today when the boat burned opLos Angeles, Calif., June 15. Ricar- posite Smithland, Ky., In the Ohio
with excursionists
do Flores Magon,. Anselmo Figuero river. Crowded
Enrique Magon and Librado Rivera. the craft was slowly making its way
heads of the Mexican revolu up the river when fire broke out near
the engines.
tionary Junta, who were arrested here
Roused from their sleep, the passon federal indictments yesterday, will
be "arraigned Monday before United engers crowded onto the decks in a
States District Judge Welborn on the panic. Several .barrels of oil explodneu- ed, but no one was hurt.. Seeing the
charge of having violated tne
trality laws of this country. Accord- fire was about to consume the craft
ing to officials of the United States Captain Lowry made for the Illinois
district attorney's office, ball of $5,000 side with all speed. By the time the
nose of .the steamer touched shore
will be demanded in each case.
More arrests are expected on in- the fire had gained great headway but
dictments already found by the feder- the passengers got off without injury.
and
al grand jury, before the Magonscourt-Three
STORM RAVAGES-COAStheir alleged acts appear In
OF DALMATIA.
of these, according to the federal authorities, may occur today.
Los Angeles Promoter Arrested
Many Deaths and Much Damage to
Bodies of Twenty VicSan Diego, Calif., June 15. Dick
Shipping
tims Recovered at Trieste.
Ferris, the Los Angeles promoter and
theatrical man, who has attained considerable notoriety In connection with (By Special Leaded Wire to New Mexican)
Trieste. Austria. June 15. A storm
insurrectos in Lower California, was
'
arrested here today on & charge of of hurricane force raged during the
much
and
deaths
night, causing many
conspiracy.
to shipping. Early today, the
The arrest of Ferris is believed to damage
of 20 victims had been recovbe in connection with those of mem- bodies
bers of the Mexican Liberal party ered at the point.
It Is feared that fishing smacks
Junta In Los Angeles for violation of
crews
with
forty men which
the neutrality laws in promoting the were at sea totaling
were lost. The
last
night
Ferris was unable to furrebellion.
were
roads
In
severely dam
the
ships
nish $2,000 ball.
A Greek vessel with its crew
'
The arrest of Ferris created a sen- aged.
of twelve foundered. Minor damages
sation in San Diego.
to craft are reported from other
points on the Adriatic sea.
FISHER APPROVES BOX
CANON' RE8ERVOIR. DEMOCRATIC RALLY
v TONIGHT AT HARRI8BURG.
Mrs. Eleanor C. Wittman Given Thre
Hundred Acres In Hassayampa
Governor, Woodrow Wilson and 8peak--r
Valley.
Champ Clark Will Be the

Accused at Los Angeles of Violating
the Neutrality Laws of the
United States. '

iipd

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 15. Secretary ot the Interior Fisher has ap-

proved an application by Mrs. Eleanor
C. Wittman for the use of 300 acres
of land In the Hassayampa valley,
Arizona, for the Box Canyon Reservoir. Notice ot the approval will be
sent to the local land offices at Phoenix In a few days. The reservoir Is
to be used for Irrigation and power
'.
..
.
purposes. ....
.

k4

Principal Orators.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Harrisburg, Pa., June is. Governor Woodrdw Wilson of New Jersey
and" Speaker Champ Clark will be the
principal speakers at a big Democrat
ic rally here tonight following the organization of a afete federation of
Democratic clubs. Thirty-fiv- e
clubs
are expected to be represented at the
meeting.

r-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) !
Mexico City, Max., June 13. Revo-- j
lutionists in the southern part of Vera
.
.. : .1 .
i
i mi ..
;
r
uux
uuiuucnug tvu, ait; aiu iu uave
refused to lay down their arms in accordance with the plan to disband the
rebel army, and jto have taken the
town of Acayucan.
The government

has telegraphed the revolutionary
chief, Tapia, at San Andreas Tuxtla,
to proceed against the disturbers.
It is also reported that 500 insurrec
tos who were recently paid off in
have assumed a hostile attitude
toward all authority and are preparing
to continue fighting.
Copies ot the official call for the
holding of primaries on October 1
for the general presidential election
on October 15 were posted in the fed
eral district

Another Murder Added to Long List
Has Disgraced

Which

Grant County.
Frank English was killed by A. J.
MacKey in Guadalupe Canon in Southwestern Grant county and the latter
has been arrested. The killing was
over a land dispute and the attempt,
to fence a spring to keep stock from
watering. The men met at the home
of an invalid named Carter, who w;is
one of those who had been trying to
adjust matters and avoid trouble. Mac- key was accompanied to the meeting
by his two sons and brother-in-laand an employe. When the men got
together a heated controversy ensued.
At this point the accounts of the trouble differ. One report is to the effect
that Mackey drew a revolver from his
pocket and fired once, English falling
dead, the bullet having struck him in
the right side and plunged through his
lung and other vital organs. The oth.

er is that' English first drew a revol
ver and snapped it at Mackey, who
then drew his gun and fired.
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NarBonita,
whal anOthers Will Make
Trip to Gloucester.

Grayling,

.

Governor.

TJi--

I

mon-archi-

KILLING IN GUADALUPE
CANON, GRANT COUNTY.

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Newport, R. I., June 15. Bound for
an under water voyage of about 150
miles to Gloucester, Mass., the sub
marines Grayling, Bonita, Narwhal,
Salmon, Snapper, Stingray and Tar
pon, belonging to the Third Submarine
Division of the Atlantic fleet left New
port today under command of Lieu
tenant Brigham.
During the trip, which is expected
SOON AT HAND.
to consume three days, the subma
Governor Mills Sets Good Example rines will come to the surface In the
their bat
day time only to
and Has 600 Cards Ready to '
teries. They will put into some har
Mail.
bor each night, where they will rise
22
will
June
be
"post from the depths.
Thursday,
card day" the day set apart by proc
lamation of the governor of this ter- WATER IN COFFERDAM
ritory for the sending out bf numer
IS FALLING RAPIDLY.
ous post cards advertising New Mex
ico.
By Tonight Part of Interior of SuperNot that the post card business is
structure of Maine Will Be
growing dull for thousands of people
Visible.
practically maintain a kind of cor- (By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
respondence by "the. card system" be
Havana, June 13. At 10 o'clock this
lieving that frequent and brief greet morning the water level In the cofferings are the thing rather than twenty dam surrounding the wreck of the bat
page letters once a year.
Maine stood at five feet, six
Governor Mills is setting a good ex tleship
below normal, without
re
Jlnches,'
no
in
600
less
than
getting
ample
oi importance.
vealing
anytning
to
mail to each senator and .
post cards
It was the intention of the engineers
congressman In Washington and to to continue pumping
during the day
the governors of various states and at the rate of one foot
every four
of the territory of Arizona. On each
hours and so lower the water by a tocard is printed the following:
tal of eight feet before dark, probably
June 22d, 1911, has been set, apart
permitting an observation of the in
by the governor of New Mexico as terior of the
and
the day on which: literature descripof the engine room space.
tive of New Mexico should Be sent to part
persons living outside of our,, boun-

daries. This card has photographed
upon It a picture of our capitol at
Santa Fe. At any time you may pass
through New Mexico I hope that you
will stop off and visit the ancient city
of the Holy Faith, see the public
building ,nd mingle with and meet
our people, who will give you a hearty
welcome. Without investigation you
cannot appreciate the wonderful undeveloped resources of the Sunshine
Territory, which we hope soon will be
a State.
WILLIAM J. MILLS,

Seventy members of the National
Sunday School Teachers' Association
coming from five or six different
states arrived in Santa Fe at 5:45 p.
m. yesterday and spent just 45 minutes sightseeing.
They came on' a
special train made up in "Sunny Ten
nessee" and had they not been delayed
by freight wrecks, or other handicaps,
for five hours or more, they would
have had more time to study the Ancient City.
The party was a jolly one. and Included
many charming Southern
girls whose delightful accent and well
modulated voices charmed all who
heard them.
When the train pulled in, over the
Santa Fe, this city was well represented at the depot with free autos,
busses and carriages. W. H. Morgan,
the liveryman, ordered out even his
tally-hbut the teachers did not ac
cept the rides. They wished to walk,
and stay in one group, perhaps out
of fear of missing their train. They
made a lively sprint for the capitol
where a group picture was taken.
Then they walked to San Miguel
church, but services were being held
and of course they could not enter
the chapel. They contented them
FEDERAL
COURT CLOSES
selves viewing the ancient edifice
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
AT SOCORRO. from the outside.
Chicago, 111., June 15. Prospects
The Rev. B. F. Summers and many
that the drouth in South Dakota and No Criminal Business and
Only One other Santa Feans, prominent in
Minnesota would be broken before toCivil Case Tried This Term
church work and in the social life
morrow gave wheat a sudden tumble
Judge Roberts Presides.
here, accompanied the teachers and
today. At first the market showed
out the interesting
considerable strength in sympathy
The regular June term of the Unit- visitors,to pointing
them. Of course, every one
sights
with higher prices on foreign exchang- ed States court for the
seventh
judi- wished to see a real adobe house and
es. July started at 88 to 88
a six- cial district closed here
today after nearly everyone had to be told how
teenth up to a like amount off, touched having been in session three
days. the adobes were built and what kept
881-and then dropped to
Judge Clarence J. Roberts ot the them from melting away during a good
Corn fell back when wheat became fourth
judicial district presiding.
rain storm.
weak. Local longs were sellers. July
The court officials present were
From San Miguel's, the travelers
up at 55 cents and re- Stephen B. Davis and Herbert
opened
V.
rushed to the plaza and into the rooms
ceded to 54
Clark, 'assistant United States attor
of the School of American ArchaeoloProfit taking on the bull side was
neys, W. D. Newcomb, clerk, C. E.
The Rlto de los Frijoles room
the order of the day in the oats pit as Newcomer and James Smith,
deputy gy.
was packed with the visitors who listsoon as other cereals showed a back- U. S.
S.
court
E.
marshals,
Stapleton,
ened attentively to a brief explanaset
interpreter, Elias E. Baca, court crier,
to
July started at
higher at Rophene Freeman, court stenographer tion of Carl Lotave's painting showing
381-to 38, but 'soon reacted to
and Estevan Zimmerly and Edward the. cliff dwellers apartment house
38
given by A. E. P. Robinson.
Large receipts of hogs made Milligan, bailiffs.
provisions easy.
Then the visitors made a dash for
was
The grand Jury
not empaneled
Initial sales were 21-- to
aa thero vera nn mnttara fnr n irrnnd the depot and were whirled to Lamy
cents down with September delivery (J
and onto the coast.
t0 investigate, wnich speaks
to 8.271-for lard, and $S.13
W
Among the excursionists was the
for the 6eveth judicial djs.
forjty
ribs. There was no business in pork trict.
Rev. Dr. Graham, a Methodist minisChicago, 111., June 15. Corn closed
was called Monday, ter of Atlanta who said:
The
weak with July a shade lower; wheat but thepetit jurynot
"This is practically the first chance
panel
completed until
to lc, net lower but firm.
closed
Tuesday morning and consisted of the we have had to walk and see sights
Wall Street
following persons: W. R. Lock wood, on foot since we left Tennessee. Our
New York, June 15. Stocks were!F. M. Hill, Telesfor Chaves,
party comes from Tennessee, Virginia,
up briskly at the opening of thedao Sedillo, Francisco Lopez, William Alabama, a few from Illinois and
market today, gains being made by Hammell, Manuel Lovato, Pablo Cha-- i quite a number from Georgia. We are
most of the active Issue except At- ves, Jose Vallejos, Charles Cooney, delighted with Santa Fe and while I
chison and the Erie.
Cleto Miera, Felipe Tafoya, Lorenzo am not the leader of the party I am
The market did not hold tip long, the Lopez, Benjamin Chaves, Martin Gal-- sure I am voicing the general opinion
higher prices encouraging realizing legos, N. Duran, Robinson Chaves, C. that every one will be glad to come
back to this most interesting and most
and a sprinkling of short selling, F. Tondre, Jesus Silva, Avelino
Lucas Torres. Juan D. Calleeos. hospitable city in the near future."
which forced back the list quite genOther visitors declared that Santa
erally to yesterday's closing or be- Leandro Baca'and Adan Baca.
low. Before noon stocks showed posiThe only case for jury trial was the Fe's climate was a God send to them
tive loss with the change of quota- case United States vs. Victoria Land for when they left the south the thertions substantially below yesterday's and Cattle Company and Gregorio mometer was 100 degrees in the shade
close. The Hill stocks were especial Gonzales, this being the condemnation and cool breathing air could not be
ly weak, despite Indications of better proceedings brought by the govern- had at any price.
thoument to secure some thirty-fiv- e
conditions.
sand acres of land which will be sub- GAMBLING AND
Adverse Crop Conditions.
NOISE
New York, June 15. The decline merged by the Elephant Butte project.
MAR BASEBALL GAME.
At
court
of
last
term
the
June
year,
was unaccompanied by any specific
news other than adverse crop condi- the report of the commissioners was Chief Justice
Pope Reported Not to
approved and final judgment rendered,
tions.
Favor Any Exemption as to
the Vlctorio Land and Cattle ComFree Sunday Contests.
pany accepting the amount awarded
JUDGE HOWARD ADVO-- ,
them for their land, but Gregorio GonCATES SANE SHOES.
Roswell, N. M., June IB. It Is unzales, who was awarded $1,380, did derstood that
Judge 'William H. Pope
not seem satisfied with this amount
Wearing of High Heels is Barbarous and took an appeal, the trial of which of this district denies emphatically
ruled that free baseball Is no
and There Should Be Nationhas taken up the greater part of two having
violation of the Sunday law.
The
wide Movement to Stop it
asa
verdict
days, the jury returning
of two Morning Journal's Clovis correspondat
sum
the
damages
sessing
ent
(By Special Leased Wire to New Merlean) thousand five hundred and
reported that Judge Pope
ninety dol- had recently
the district attorney wire the
Troy, N. Y., June 15. A national lars.
movement against the wearing of This is the first time since Socorro sheriff s office at Clovis to arrest the
managers and players if Hereford
highheeled shoes Is the plan of Jus- has been the headquarters of the sev and
Clovis teams attempted to play
tlce W. O. Howard of the supreme enth judicial district that a judge
court of New York state. In an ad from one ot the other districts has ball on Sunday at Clovis; and that
dress here last night, Justice Howard presided, and the ease with which the game came off according to
said to an audience of women:
the wheels of justice have moved schedule only because no admission
"The wearing of high heeled shoes shows that Judge Roberts is the right was charged. Judge Pope it is said,
is as barbarous and torturing and as man in the right place and the people has had no conversation on this subdestructive of. health as the Chinese of Socorro would be glad to have him ject with the district attorney for a
year past; and has never authorized
wooden shoes. It is as heathenish make them another visit
Sunday baseball on condition admisand outlandish as wearing rings in
Mechem
was
from
Judge
returning
the nose or tattooing the face and it Arkansas where he had been on a vis- sion is free, which he would regard
breeds an ungainly and deformed race. it and upon reaching Albuquerque, he as an evasion of the law.
It Is further rumored that the
"Can I urge you to go out and ad- received a telegram stating that Mrs.
vocate normal feet, such as God gave? Mechem was seriously ill from an at- court has received letters from minHave you the courage to speak out tack of appendicitis and bad under isters at Clovis declaring that the
against this silly fashion, a fashion as gone an operation. Judge Mechem left mobs of fans made such a noise on
destructive as rum, as deadly as Albuquerque Sunday for Ft. Smith, the streets in Clovis last Sunday as
opium, or are you to be counted among Arkansas, and word received today is to seriously disturb religious worship.
The pastor of the southern Methothe devotees?"
that Mrs. Mechem is doing nicely
which is very gratifying to their many dist church in. Clovis, it is also reported, makes the charge that there
friends in Socorro.
RAINS FALL OVER
was considerable gambling on the
HANDLE.
PAN
ENTIRE
game Sunday and offers to produce
WHITE STAR LINE
SETTLES LABOR TROUBLE. two witnesses who will testify that
Saved Corn Crop Which Had Been
X
X they saw men making bets on the reGiven Up by Farmers Drouth
A
Giv- sult of the game.'
Members
of
Union
Are
Seamen's
Prevailed Two Months.
en an Advance of $2.50 Per ,
Month in Wages.
FORMER CHICAGO CATCHER
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
CAPTAIN OF BOSTON TEAM.
Gen-erFort Worwth, Texas, June 15.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcanl
rains occurred over a radius of
London, Eng., June 15. It was an- (By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican)
300 miles in every direction from Fort nounced this
June 15. John
evening that the White
Pittsburg, Pa..
In
amount
Worth last night, varying
Star Line and the Seamen's Union Kling, former Chicago catcher, was
to two Inches. In some had arranged a settlement of their this
from one-hamorning appointed captain of the
sections a drouth has prevailed for difficulties, the White Star conceding Boston National League team by
two months and crops suffered severe- an advance of $2.50 a month in wages President Russell and Manager Fred
ly. The precipitation will save the to all employes involved. This Is one-- Tenner. Kling will take charge of
corn crop which had been regarded as half the amount demanded by the the team In the Held, beginning this
strikers.
practically lost.
afternoon.

MVxtoaii)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire io
reBerlin Germany June 1a. The UerMadrid, June 15. Telegrams
ceived today from Vigo Btate that a man government disclaims all r?3pon- monarchist revolution has broken out jsibility for the steamer G.'ostuck,
at Chaves, Portugal, and that the Por i which is reported as flving the Ger-tuguese garrison mutinied and killed man flag, and announces that the
its commander.
The monarchists blame for any complications that may
stormed and raided the offices' of the result from the landing of C'ptiano
republican newspapers in the Plaza Castro, the exiled President of Vene.
Braga.
zuela, will rest on the Haitien governReports Doubted.
ment.
June 15. Reports
Vigo,'
Spain,
The steamer was formerly the Italfrom Chaves of the mutiny of two reg- ian cruiser Umbria and wim puriments of Portuguese troops are not chased from Italy by Hjyti, which latconfirmed. The rumors are probably ter
country is the one now properly
unfounded, since it is learned from concerned with the movement of the
sources
on
other
that Royalists plans
vessel.
the Portuguese frontier did not deThe steamer recently arrived at
It is Port de Paix Hayti,
velop as had been expected.
and according to
supposed here that the Royalists at advices received at
Washington from
Chaves planned to mutiny on the ap
John B. Terres, the American consul
proach of Captain Couceire , the
at
has on board the
leader, who is said to be at
exiled Castro, who is supposed to be
the head of the forces near Braga.
attempting to return to Venezuela in
the hope of being able to ral?y his
BREAKING OF DROUTH
erstwhile followers and so regain the
BRINGS DOWN WHEAT.
presidency, from which he was deafter he had left the country
on
Profit Taking
the Bull Side Was posed
for a visit to Europe in the fall of
Order of Day Corn Fell Back
19US.
When Wheat Weakened.

BOMB

EXPLOSION--

SHATTERS

CATHEDRAL

DOOR

Buildings Were
Damaged But No Person
Was Injured.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Spain,. June 15. The
Valencia,
great entrance of the Cathedral here
was shattered by a bomb exploded in
the plaza today. So violent was the
shock that several neighboring build'
ings were damaged. No one was in
Jured.

Several Neighboring

.

FILLED TEETH OF
DRUNKEN

BEAR

Unable to find subjects for their clin
ics held in the high school auditorium
Him
Who
Shot
Are Still in at
Girls
Joplin, Missouri, the delegates to
Tombs in Default of $11,000
the Missouri State Dental Association
Bond. .;
went to a local park and put three
gold crowns upon the teeth of a big
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) black bear. Before the dentists start
New York, June 15. W. E. D. ed their work, the hear was given
Stokes, who was shot by Ethel Con sweetened beer and while it was un
rad and Lillian Graham. In their der the influence of the liquor, some
apartments a week ago, was discharg of the dentists held Its mouth open
ed from the Roosevelt hospital today with a part of a broken chair. Another
and
as out of danger and Immediately left then placed the gold crowns
for his cottage at Long Branch, N. J though he was forced to stop work
Both the girls are still In the Tombs 'several times to avoid being bitten.
in default of $11,000 bail each.
the job was pronounced a success.

1
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The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

had been melancholy ever since an
automobile accident some months ago
in which a girl companion had been
killed.

SHE STAYED IN BED.
Ingram, Tex. ''Ever since I became
a woman," writes Mrs. E. M. Evans,
of this place, "I suffered from
Last fall I got
womanly troubles.
so bad I had to stay In bed for nearSince I
ly a week every month.
have taken Cardul, I feel better than
You can rely on
I hav- for years."
It acts on the womanly orCardui.
gans and helps the system to regain
its normal state of health, In a uaPrennrefl psnpfiallv for
tural way.
by acting on the cause, and builds
up womanly strength in a natural
way.
Purely vegetable. Mild, but
certain in action.
Try It.

Know In Every Loaf"

The North Carolina Code.
J. D. Edmonds of Wellington, Colorado, is dying in the hospital at Fort
Collins, from a bullet wound received
in a duel with Melvin and John
whom he had ordered from his
place because they insulted his wife.
A" participants believe in the "Xorth
Carolina Code" and are averse to
having arrests made.
Eat-mo-

,

TRY IT

THE
The

COMMON

common

street

STREET.
climbed

up

against the sky,
Gray meeting gray; and wearily to
and fro
the patient, common people,

I saw

CERY

EF!
Southern
WE

GIVE

Corner Plaza.
TICKETS

REGISTER

Santa Fe.
WITH

Telephone

ALL

CASH

GO
No. 40.

PURCHASES.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

i
!

j
j

go,
Each with his sordid burden trudging by.
And the rain dropped; there was not
any sigh
Or stir of a live wind; dull, dull
and slow
All motion; as a tale told long ago
The faded world; and creeping night;
drew nigh.

Las Vegas Elks' Club House.
The Elks' at Las Vegas nave accepted the plans for a $24,000 club
house to be erected at the corner of
Ninth street and Douglas avenue. The
architecture will be of the Tudor peri- od, in imitation of an English manor
house with wide porches and high
gabled roof. The structure will be
56 by 102 feet.
The material used
will be brick.

Divorced for Drunkenness.
Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque
granted a divorce to Editha Clayburn
from her husband Jeremiah Clayburn
of Gallup, on the charge of drunken
ness. The plaintiff was given the custody of the two minor children. MaThen burst the sunset, flooding far son Ray was granted a divorce from
his wife Elizabeth Ray because she
and fleet,
Leavening the whole life with magic had refused to accompany him from
leaven.
Sopris, Colorado, to his new home in
Suddenly down the long wet glisten- Gallup.

M.
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Established

Mothers

No young woman, la the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both she and her coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother s Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tis- sues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good con- tlition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby too is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could be
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend ; it is a
medicine that has proven its value in
thousands of
cases. Mother's
Friend is sold at

drugstores.
Write for free

and

.

lo!

1903

Everyboy should spend some time in Recreation

A Full line of Dress

Suit

Cases

Travelling Bags
and Trunks of all description. Better come
nowwhile theassortment

;

is complete

SPECIAL

v41mV
MOUlBrO

See our Display Window. It will Interest

jllfill

YOU

book for expectant mothers which contains much,
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.

'

BKAUrlLU) KHUULAIUK i.U., Atlanta, ua, jj.
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LOUIS

Incorporated

VACATION TIME

or mad 'criticisms. The explanations K
eVtheir pictures were better than one jjj
Pure splendor poured
Nine Divorces in One Day,
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
wouia
irom iar oiuer cuuui en. vi
common street
Nine divorce cases were' heard in 'Their expeci and what
names,
they drew, are
A golden highway into golden heav- Denver
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKE5
yestenjay,. yMrs. Harold D. as follows: Juanita Lopez, bakery;
en.
given a divorce because Andrea Maez, Indian home; Frances-c- a
With the dark shapes of men as- McClunjrcas
.Wsband averaged three drunks
jier
Varela, school house; Dorothy
still.
cending
,
a week since they married two years Fornoff, farm yard; Wilma Beckman,
Helen Gray 6ne.
ago. Clarence C. Fredericks was giv- Widows' Home; Etta Farmer, park
en a divorce because his wite wasihotei; Loig
speake, public park;
the streets with other me.n.!sie Norment, Rio Grande river; FranHe
was
his
wife
declared
that
AROUND THE STATE
PHONE 191 BLACK
thejces Mayes, Cunningham ranch.
oest dressed woman in Overland. Mrs.
Bertha Lenz was given a divorce be- UNVEILING OF BROTHER
cause her husband received letters
BOTULPH'S STATUE.
, i New Jailer at Las Vegas.
from other women and tried to throw
Sheriff Secundino Romero has ap
out of a window. Mrs. Hattie W.
At a meeting of the Brother Botulph
Esquibel jailer at her
Refugio
pointed
Burkenbine
has asked for divorce monument committee.
Jose
Las Vegas.
When
from her husband, a pugilist, because D. gena was designated master of
dry spell 'comes
used her for a punching bag. The ceremonies at the unveiling of the
this summer you will need Pueblo Street Car System Sold. of he
other cases were plain
monument on June 22. He was askThe street car and light system
cases.
a gasoline enfgine to
desertion
and
cruelty
a
ed to tender special invitations to
to
sola
been
has
Colorado,
Pueblo,
Governor Mills and Secretary Jaffa
your purnp and save your Chicago syndicate for $3,000,000.
to be present at the ceremony. Father
-crops., s When these en
IdUlVS umacucB, luiuici uuaiiiaiu, via.
COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.
Marriage License Issued.
chosen to unveil the statue. The fol
license has been issued
to
connected
not
are
be
can
pumping
gines
lowing additional contributions were
at Las Vegas to Anna Agnes Carroll!
Evaristo Lucero 2;
Miss .Toan Ballantvne. who last vear' acknowledged:
of Denver and Joseph, Edward Cul-locheaper
any other machine and will
of Dallas, Texas.
was principal of the Madrid schools, Conrado Valdez $1; J. P. Conklin $2;
LUIS laioya
by hand povygr.
is Constant
running
has aerain enrolled at the institute.
i,
Shot By Her Little Brother.
Miss Ballantyne is considered a flrst Fred LPez 2: Ernest V. Digneo $1;
You can have complete information and price
Anastacio Rivera 50 cents; Mr. and
Fourteen year old Isabel Malloy was class teacher.
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying killed
Hazel Sanford is one of the young Mrs. Antonio Valdez $3; Miguel Ortiz
by her nine year old brotner
near Des Moines who did not Know students now attending the institute. $2; Charles Abreu $2.
to the agent.
that the Winchester he aimed at her Notwithstanding her tender age, she
iFRANK F. GORMLEY,
was loaded.
is always ready with an answer, and State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
endeavors to keep right up in line
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
More Scarlet Fever at Las Vegas. with the older teachers.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
The city physician at Las Vegas,
J. L. Smith, who taught last year is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
reDorted two more cases of scarlet fev in Rio Arriba county, is among the Cheney & Co., doing business in the
er yesterday, making seven cases In old teachers enrolled at the institute. City of Toledo, County and State aforeall in the Meadow City.
Mr. Smith is a hard worker, and is said, and that said firm will pay the
intent on securing good grades on his sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that
certificate.
Engines Wrecked at Gallup.
Two switch engines at Gallup ran
The teachers of the institute today cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
into each other and were reduced to showed their patriotism by saluting Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
scrap iron. The crews of both engines the flag. At 10:30 the teachers march
Sworn to before me and subscribed
ed from the school building in good
jumped in time to avoid Injury.
military order. A circle was formed in my presence, this 6th day of DecemDead Man Was Woodman.
around the flag pole fh. front of the ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Fe high school building and Superinten
Santa
a
killed
Luse
W.
J.
by
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Notary Public.
train near Rincon, it has been discov dent Conway gave the command to (Seal)
is
taken internCure
Catarrh
Hall's
The
Woodman.
His
was
Modern
which
was
a
SEED.
&
obeyed.
in
All kinds of flowers, garden
4LFALFA
readily
halt,
bulk and package ered,
field seeds
and
home was at Great Bend, Kansas.
hoisting of the flag was patriotically ally and acts directly on the blood Send
watched, after which the command to mucous surfaces of the system.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Scenic Road Built
salute, rang out clearly, and was ob for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
served in unison. Then came that
men
with
Yesterday five hundred
Sold
by all druggists, 75c.
Star
old
"The
dear
Spangled
song,
and graders built
nlows. scraDers
Take Hall's Family Pills for
The words rang out clearmiles of scenic road way Banner."
thirty-thre- e
Phone Black from Trinidad, Colorado, to Stone ly and distinctly, until, when they
Phone Black
had finished, the echo came back to
wall mountain.
45
45
them. It was the aim of the teachers
to have their words of patriotism
Preferred Ten Days for Drunk.
W. H. KERR
Jose Moya, arrested at Albuquerque, reach the plaza so that good citi
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
the
know
zens
that,
though
ten
might
days
for drunkenness, preferred
Phone us. We will be glad to call for
work on the streets to paying ?10, un- teachers are intent upon their work,
laundry on Mondays and Tues-anyour
old
Stars
dear
not
did
the
anthey
forget
doubtedly because $10 would buy
and
deliver on Thursdays and
days
teachers
The
showed,
Stripes.
other glorious jag upon his liberation.
not only the spirit of loyalty, but also Fridays.
the spirit of endurance, as a unani- - All work is guaranteed; your socks
New Teacher at Normal.
'are mended and buttons sewed on
ten months. They have hundreds of
Chickering Bros.
Miss Frances B. Kelley, of Jackson mous vote was carried to pay tribute
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
ville, Illinois, has been elected as to the flag, regardless of the fact .your shirts without extra charge.
and Arizona.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
sistant instructor in mathematics at that it was raining.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone he Normal
In testing the pulse
physiology
University at Las Vegas
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and to succeed Miss
today It was found that the county
Margaret Healy,
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
superintendent's pulse was above normal by 12 beats a minute. Some one
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
suggested, by observing his quick and
Clerks Have Fatal Clash.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Interior Player Pianos, and manyflmore than half way In making
David Miller is dying at Denver, alert movements, that he was nervother makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat from a knife wound inflicted by nine ous. This is denied; It's surplus enLa Salie Restaurant
This firm has purchased over sixl isfactory business transaction, not on teen year old L. M. Hodge. Both work ergy.
measurements
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
The model class had
in the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
CHAS. GANN, Prop. .
piece of
office and had a quarrel over office with pencil and a
LEARNARD-LINDEMANTelephone 11.
N
CO.
matters.
paper. They set their minds to It and
worked thoughtfully. The model class Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
is an inspiration to the teachers, and Regular Meals 25 Cents
Driving Out Red Light.
SAMA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
The
this hour is hugely enjoyed.
Short Order at all Hours
serv
Albuquerque police yesterday
wet
In
model
made
class
pictures
of
the
denizens
ed notice upon the
BOARD
BY
THE WEEK $5.00
finRed Light district that they must sand, and when the pictures were
French
Noodle
20c. a dish
came
Order
ished
Beckman
little
Wilma
leave town by July 1. Many have alNew York Chop Suey 50c.
before the teachers and announced
of
about
and
twenty"
up
ready packed
Inthem intend to make Santa Fe their that the pictures were ready for to
wished
The
little
spection.
girls
future home.
hear the criticism of the teachers on(
their pictures. They went to the
Throws Dice for His Life.
basement in sections, so there would
Guy Murphy of Kokomo, Indiana, be no confusion, nor any delay in the
deaf and dumb and with only one leg, lessons. It was a real
pleasure to see
threw dice to decide whether he the
Lumber and all kinds
and
nut
pleased and animated look on
Lump,
should kill himself or not because his the little
For Best Laundry Work
faces of the model class
of building material
mine run coal
sweetheart had deserted him. He lost as the teach rs passed commendations
and sent a bullet crashing through
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
his brain.
Backet leaves Monday and Tuesday
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
SBRAND.
PILLS Returns Thursday
CHICHESTER
and Friday.
a
Society Girl Commits Suicide.
Lndt'-nAuk your lntali for
23
UrandA
IHamoad
AGENCY
iii'Cbea.ter'e
F.
Miss Anita
AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
ilMlls in IU-- nd tiold metallicA
Thompson, aged
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
"
boxefc, sealed with Btuo Ribbon.
years, a beautiful society girl, was
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Take no other. Buy of jour
found dead at Oakland, California,
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
DIAMONIft
IIKANlt PILI.H, for Uft
Phono Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
with every indication- of having
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
She
BY
suicide by inhaling gas.
?01D
NJIGGISTS EVERYWHEREing hill

1856.

f

.
P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

J

the

i

run

a5awr7

they
run it

it

than

'

.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO NT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

d

PIANOS

PIANOS
Learnard-Lindeman-

j

j

Phone 14.

Imperial Laundry

A

FRESH ASSORTMENT

I

Phone

J

:

OF

Towns, awisa stvi

mii k

THE ONLY

HOUSE

IN THE CITY RECEIVING

and unimprored City Property, Orchards
andRincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barfain.

FOR C Af P

DIRECT

FROM MANUFACTURER

,J2f0ve(1

JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

P. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Hones
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Hiregj.

CALL

UP

'Phone 9

CHAS. CL0S50N
4

4
4

7nnk's Pharmacy
J

J

chocolates assorted.
TKElft

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

;

.

213

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

'4

EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,

I

Steam Coal.

4

innovation sweets,

johnston candies,

Lump

CERRILL08

4
4

7

7ftftkV PharniAf v

14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

ff5f5i.7?ra
85

as a

FACH WFF.K WF RECEIVE

Phone

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

t

com-mitte- d

WHOLESALE
AhD RETAIL

It

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Its Hardware We Have

Screened

one-inc- h

R.

If

oal

n

Jesse-Frenc-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

J

Phone

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

213

,

-

'

'

,

.

-

'
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4
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'
.

4
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WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ei
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and food
teams.
E wry Vlila.gr 4eaa. to M ju3c
Oona.forttii ,

Fa
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.
Health la Worth Saving, and Some
Santa Fe People Know now
to Save It
take their
lives in their hands by neglecting the
kidneys when they know these organs
need heln. Sick kidneys are responsv
ble for a vast amount of suffering and
111 health, but there is no need to surfer nor to remain In danger when all
disease? and aches and pains due to
weak kidneys can be quickly and permanently cured by the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills. Here la a Sanin Fe
citizen's recommendation.

mitit

Santa. Fe oeoDle

Black, M. Needham, C. Hampel, H.
Gurule, M. Dougherty and s. Farrell
and this octette played viia such a
surety of technique that they were
warmly applauded.
r IE
A chorus entitled, "W'o are going
III
III!
Home Together" was well received,
Miss Murphy playing the piano accomBrilliant Exercises Witnessed paniment. E.
Misses
Hampel and Miss L. Du
Chemin gave the next ntimoer whicn
By a Large Audience
was entitled "The Olu Cluister Clock."
Last Night
A musical tableau vivaiu tahea "The
Three Calls" was tb given and after
MANY
CONFERRED it a reading "The Mustard i'laster" by
HONORS

PAGE THREE

LORETTO ACADEMY

t

No Man Should Do
What a Machine Can Do

Better and Quicker

Miss E. Kitchen.
,
A Galop March for eight hands by
Past Year Has Been One of the Lavignac was successfully played by
Misses L. BlacK, L. Lorenzo, L. Du
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St,,
Most Successful of the InChemin, F. Anaya, L. Gonzales, G.
Santa Fe, N. M.. says: "I can recomstitute's Career.
long-continu- ed
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
Romero, T. Castillo, M. Murphy, L.
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
other
and
been
used
myself
have
Breckenridge, F. Lopez, 11. Gurule and
by
Is particularly
recommended for
The
annual commence- M. Palmer, all of whom showed fine
chronic cases of kidney and bladder members of the family with splendid
It tends to regulate and results. The value of Doan's Kidney ment exercises of Loretto Academy musical knowledge.
trouble.
I- .
,
i
TU
The final musical number was the
i
control the kidney and bladder action Pills for relieving pain in the hack were held in Loretto Hall last night
nas
difficulties
Maria"
"Ave
once
more
little
chorus
which
other
the
where
was
kidney
dainty
and is healing, strengthening and and the
sung
heon thorouehlv proven to me.
girls not yet in their teens and the beautifully. Miss Lillian Du Chem
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
60
Price
"sweet girl graduates" of some 16 or in playing the piano accompaniment, j
For sale by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, 17 summers shone oefore the foot
The distribution of prizes
cents. Foster-Ullbur- n
took
convent place, the vicar general giving the
New York, sole agents for the United lights in all the beauty of
We Have Built Up
meaals and honors as the audience i
bred maidens.
States.
A large audience was present and composed of friends and relatives of
Remember the name Doan's and
the clergy was represented by the those applauded vigorously.
take no other.
The donors of the gola medals were
Very Rev. Anthony Fourchegu, vicar
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
general of the archdiocese; the Rev. the Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, Very Rev.
Jules Deraches, chaplain of St. Vin- A. Fourchegu, Mr. H. B. Cartwnght,
Connections made with Automobile cent's Sanitarium; the Rev. Joseph John Pflueger,
Sel.gman
brothers,
dally. Pugens, chancellor of the archdio Frances Seligman Memorial Medal, N.
line, at Vaughn for Roswell,
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
cese, the Rev. Carlos Bobst of the Ca Salmon, V. J. Feeley, of Chicago, LorUfm4 ml if fry Un atUmfand lulinf machine Kid art
at 8:30 a. . and arrives at Ros-we- thedral parish, the Rev. A. Besset, etto Academy and Leo Hersch.
Burrngh,)
Automobile
m.
leaves
the
S:30
church
and
of
at
p.
Guadalupe
pastor
Conferring of Honors.
The Rev. Julius Hartmann, assistant pas
The first gold medal lor Christian
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
rare between Santa F and Torrance tor of that church, besides several doctrine was won (by lot bv iis
is $5.80 and between Torrance and other priests who are visiting here.
j
Margaret Needham.
What wonderful help you get from this brain-labsaver, so strong, swift and sure.
The second gold medal for Chris-Reserve seats on autoRoswell $10.
The applause given after the vari
ous numbers of the program was tian Doctrine was won (by lot) byj
Instead of delicate nerves and easily tired brain, the Burroughs has
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
parts of forged
spontaneous and enthusiastic, attest Miss Eva Englert.
steel, perfectly adjusted, and is as certain and tireless as gravitation.
Life
Gold
medals
New
Tork
615
S.
for
of
F.
of
the
Rexford,
'ability
ing the appreciation
scholarship were,
WE HANDLE LUMBER
The Burroughs works just as well late at night as early in the
in large quantities and have every Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had the pupils and of the good sisters who awarded as follows:
morning.
setEleventh grade, merited by Miss
had trained them.
modern facility for furnishing the a severe attack of a cold which
Neither heat nor cold affects it, and results are obtained five or six times as fast as
1
Lena
Miss!
and
10th
Lorback
Lorenzo;
and
in
was
1S53
in
tled
back
It
that
or
my
kidneys
grade
dressed
away
by
very best rpugh
a.iy human being, no matter how expert, can possibly get them.
was in great pain from my trouble. etto Academy came to Santa Fe to Juauita Sena; 9th grade, by ilissj
Lumber
Amalia
Sth
Clo-Sena;
'
of every description. We are thus A friend recommended Foley Kidney stay and in all the 58 years since that
grade, by Miss
That's the kind of an assistant you need, whether your business is
or small
enabled to make the very beat prices Pills and I used two bottles of them memorable date, fair: young maids tilde Castillo; 7th grade by Miss Aga- The Burroughs machine and the Burroughs Systems will save and make alarge
lot of monev
for Lumber of such high grade. and they have done me a world of have been educated there with a care i pita Velasques ; 6th grade by Miss
for you if you give them a chance. We ll be glad to have
you test this at our expense
Ve will be pleased to figure on your pood." For sale by all druggists.
and. solicitude "5at only educators de- Margarita Castillo; Sth grade by Miss!
Let us demonstrate a Burroughs in your office on your work. It will not cost
Annie
j
Kitchen.
contracts.
you a cent
voted to their work, can give.
or place you under any obligation.
Sign the coupon and mail it y.
Grammar Certificates.
If you want anything on esrth try
Opens.
Program
Certificates
for grammar grades'
a New Mexican Want Ad.
The program was opened with a were merited
by Misses Mary Clotildei
chorus of the pupils, who sang "Our Castillo, Ellen Marie
Maybery, Julia'
Festival Day"" to the piano accompan- Emma Mayberry, Cleofas
Ortiz. Stella1
iment of Miss M. Murphy. This was Rose Farrell, and Josefita Valdez.- W. H. LONG, Sales Manager.
j
We wonder whether It will pay us to own a
Uurroughs. You may
well received and then followed the
demonswate one In our office on our work if it won't cost u
Certificate for commercial course!
anything
announcement of Miss Lena Lorenzo and penmanship was merited
or put us under uny obliKation. We won't
keep it unless we Hnd, after
by Miss!
trying it that we can t get along without it.
winning second literary honors. As Willie C. Comer.
j
(Old Sparks Ranch)
Miss Lorenzo received the wreath of
The first gold medal for improvemerit there was ueafening applause. ment in music was merited by Miss'
My Name
Open
A waltz trio was the next number Lena Lorenzo and the second
gold
Firm Name
played on a trio of pianos by Miss medal for improvement in music (byj
Best of Beds
Best of Food
J. Hubbel, Q. Romero, J. Ortiz, P. Can- - lot) by Miss Helen Gurule.
Town
State
Cold Pure Spring Water
s
;
tu, R. Lucero, M. Corbett, A. Kitchen,
Medals.
Other
Kind of Business
No Invalids
E. Esquibel and M. Esquibel.
$15 a Week
Tney
1329 North Oregon Street
Other medals were won as follows:
kept time splendidly and the audi The gold medal for elocution (by lot)
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
350 a
ence was well pleased with the selec Miss Ida
Clouthier; gold medal for
TEXAS
EL PASO,
tion.
Pecos
Glorieta
Write
Miss
Teresa
deportment (by lot),
Telegraph
Pantomine.
Castillo; gold medal for application,
A pantomine by 12 "little misses" ( by lot), Miss Amalia Sena; gold, .
followed. They were clad in spotless medal for plain sewing merited by!
Nnd aftfru that
Impwhite and their fervour of expression Miss Ellen Maybury; gold medal for rus county' - "
was carrid on with considerattendance
Miss
and simultaneous gestures, produced erfect
l"1"?
(by lot),
able vigor. The first reported produc
a good effect. Miss A. Kitchen was Lucy Knight.
tion from South Carolina mines was Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles fro m Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
Successful Year.
reader and recited her lines in a clear
one and one-hamiles from depot
The past year has been one of the in . 1829 and the gold produced was
voice which was pleasant to hear.
said to be worth $3,500. From that Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, wt th every accommodation, furnished for
most
successful
of
Loretto
Academy's
The Minims next held sway, singing
time until the civil war mining was an housekeeping and ready for
occupancy.
a clever song entitled "I'd like to be career for the number of pupils has
industry of the region, and
important
been
as
as
in165
are
and
there
high
Grandma," in which they, marched
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
fields
of
California
although the rich
1
with a gracefulness that was delight- dications that next school year, which hired
from
of
these
Glorieta, N. M.
many
deposits
ful. Miss H. Gurule was pianiste. A begins September 5, the attendance lower
the indirect result of the
grade,
will
even
be
larger.
followed
was
dance
and
it
children's
was a stimulaThis, of itself, speaks well for the California excitement
DAY A NIGHT
participated in by Misses M. Martinez,
of mining activity in the East.
108 PALAO&
tion
130 RED
AVE
PHONE
which
has grown
F. Lopez, L. Gonzales, J. Hubbell, C. splendid academy
During the war and for several years
Hampel, J. Hersch, A. Kitchen, P. Mir-ab- with the southwest and sent out in alrer
Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Dons.
"u,e gom mlmn& was aone ,a I
plants, Fruit in 8eaion. Wedding
world
the
well
women
trained
young
and G. Romero.
They moved
and Table Bouquets and Decorations.
this sectioIi- but ln the
who
a
are
to
credit
Alma
their
Mater,
A
with the lightness of spring zephFuneral Designs.
eighties, and ninties the condition of
yrs and showed careful drilling. This
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra
the industry Improved. At the present
charge of 25c
number was warmly greeted, for
for packing on orders under $3.00.
time gold mining in the central poreveryone likes to see a child in such j
tion of the Carolinas is not flourishMINES AND MIMIN6
a role.
v- THE CLARENDON GARDEN
ing on account of the decreasing supLiterary Society.
ore and inability to
ply of
A discussion by the Loretto LiterPhone Black 12.
8anta Fe, New Mexico.
extract the goiu from the loA'er-gradGold in the Appalachians.
ary Society ensued and it was on the
Production
In the early days of. American his- - sulphide ore at a profit.
1
advantages of America and- Egypt tory the Appalachian Mountains were W'H probably continue, nevertheless,
which were well debated by Misses noted for their
deposits of gold in for many years.
Lorenzo, Needham, Knight, Sena. M. fact, very little was known of gold , Waldemar
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Llndgren, in bis "Xotes that the earlier stamp mills of the
Needham, A. Sena, Creamer, Clou-thie- anywhere else on the North American on the
h
Mines," published Rockies and the Sierra Nevada were
successor io d. . w imams
Dahlonega
Sealed
proposals will be received
Alarid, Palmer and Anaya. The continent, according to Bulletin 293 of as a
portion of Bulletin 293, states modeled after the successful mills by the County Commissioners of Sanyoung ladies were dignified
and the United States Geological Survey, that the total production of gold and
ta Fe County. New Mexico, up to
charming.
entitled "Reconnaissance of Some silver in Georgia, from the discovery first set up and perfected ln the South"A Grand Valse de Concert" was Gold and Tin Deposits of the Southern of gold near Dahlonega in 1828 to ern states, and the success in mining twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
and milling gold in the far west in 1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
then played by Misses E. Hampel, L. Appalachians," by L. C. Graton.
1900, was between sixteen and seventhese earlier days is largely to be all material and constructing three
Lorenzo, E. Anaya, L. Du Chemin and
When the early Spanish explorers teen million dollars, and of
this credited to these
pioneers from the bridges in said county, located as folM. Murphy and it was a brilliant suc- - came to America they were shown by j amount the
largest portion was pro South.
lows:
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
Indians
ornarich
the
duced by the mines of Lumpkin coun-nuggets and
One Bridge over the Senta Fe river
A
obof
293
Bulletin
be
copy
FIRfST
may
Twenty Misses next came forward ments of gold which came from the ty, in which Dahlonega is situated,
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a
on Canon Road within the limits of
on
nd
in A Rose and Violet Drill," Miss Du southern Appalachian region. Later, The total
application to the director the
production of gold in the
City of Santa Fe.
ft CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
Chemin accompanying on the piano. In the 17th century, the
Geological Survey, Washington,
Spanish Appalachian states from 1800 to 1900
One bridge over the Galisteo river
I
drill
This
showed
will
the careful mined for gold in Georgia. During is considered to be $47,000,000. For
again
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want.
near the town of Galisteo.
training given the pupils who were the 18th century very little attention the last few years the total annual
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
was given to mining anywhere in the production has been about $300,000,
enthusiastically applauded.
near the town of Los CeTrillos.
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
'
M.
Miss
:
followed
was
with a Appalachians, although it
Daugherty
our patronage;
sup while the production of Georgia has 13 particularly
recommended
for
All the material and work shall be
reading, "Ole Missis" and It was well posed by some that gold was found varied from $60,000 to $130,000, the chronic cases of kidney and bladder furnished and done
in accordance
received.
in North Carolina before the Revolu former figure being recorded in 1903. trouble. It tends to
regulate and con- with the plans and specifications now
JAT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
A waltz, entitled
"Pensionatsfreu- - tionary war.
The value of gold and silver mined trol the kidney and bladder actions on file in the office of
the County
den" was played on the piano
Just at the close of that century in Georgia In 1910 was about $26,000. and is healing, strengthening and brac- Clerk at Santa
by
New Mexico,
Fe,
it Phone 139 Red
Misses L. Lorenzo,
M.
Santa Fe, N.M
It is an interesting historical fact ing. For sale by all druggists.
Palmer, I. placer gold was discovered in Cabar- where they may be seen and examined and copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied by
certified checK in the sum of 10 per
a
'tv:'.ni..
cent or the amount of bid.
Said
check to be drawn upon some solvent
bank doing business in Santa Fe
county. New Mexico,
Parties desiring so to do may also
j
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
i
l submit
plans and prices of their own,
"The West Point ol the Southwest"
ana tne Board of Commissioners reRanked by United States War Deserve the right to reject any and all
partment as "Distinguished Institu"
bids or to accept any bid made that
.'
''''
'
f
'"'ill
tion." Army officers detailed by "War
in their judgment is for the best inDepartment.
terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex"
1 1 T,
Through Academic course, preparico.
'1
ing young men for college or business
I. SPARKS,
life. Great amount of open air work.
Chairman of the Board.
Healthiest location of any Military
CEORGE W. ARMIJO,
School in the Union. Located in the
Clerk of the Board.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
A Leading California
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Druggist
Pasadeua, Calif., March 9, 1911.
day, but little rain or snow during the
"
!
season.
Foley and Co.,
Gentlemen: We
..J- have sold and
Fourteen Officers and Instructor)
recomended Foley's
all graduates from standard eastern
Honey and Tar Compound for years.
We believe It to be one of the most
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
efficient expectorants on the market.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
ta alt respects.
Containing no opiates or narcotics it
. REGENTS
can be given
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
to children.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Enough of the remedy can be taken to
relieve a cold, as it has no nauseatJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
ing result and does not interfere
with digestion. Yours very truly, C.
and W. A. FINLEY.
H. Ward Drug company, C. I Parsons
.For particulars and Illustrated caSecy, and Treas."
talogues address:
Get the original
COL. J AS. W. WILLSON,
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
'
Superintendent
yellow package.
For sale by all
iniTi
I,
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$5.00

You know

that

adding requires the
closest mental concentration. It is hard on
gray matter.
iicic id arceiy any mental process which is so uninteresting. Your mind is apt to wander and mistakes occur.
In any case, you are never SURE of result until
you go over
it a second time.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
5
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Oaily, per year, by mail

Daily, six mouths, by mall
Weekly, six months

$2.50
1.00
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50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican ts the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amon, the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

first authentic guide book for mountain climbers and lovers of alpine
scenery in the Centennial State The
book is well written, it has superb
pictures of mountain peaks; gives
their altitude and the best trails over
which to reach them.
New Mexico
mountain peaks are as majestic and
yet gentler than those of Colorado;
they are free from the danger of ava
lanches and sudden slides and the
greater part of the year are not sub
that
ject to the terrible, blizzards
storm over Colorado's peaks even in
July and August. What is more, New
Mexico trails pass through a region
of romance, of color and of hospi- tableness. A volume on New Mexico
mountain peaks and trails certainly
would answer an insistent demand.

CAUSE AND EFFECT.
The Nevj Mexican's, correspondent
at Chicago in his weekly, letter yesterday falls in with the plan to curtail
tile sale o.' deaoly weapons, to register
! no
urgent need for amendment in any each weapon and compel the pay
A MASTERLY ADDRESS.
ment of uiir.ual license on each, and
Judge John R. McFie upon his re- particular asand certainly no such
,
to require that the
thus reduce the wanton murders that
from Washington, D. C, last ent need
daily If cause a
weapon
pointed out in an interview stitution shall be sent back to the
the happens to be near w'pen the brain
that the finest address on statehood. pdople of New Mexico belore conCon-be
of
statehood
shall
benefits
is iired with
for New Mexico was made by
aal a qivrel en
sues. As one city paper remarked
gressman Marlin E. Olmstead An--of ferred upon them.
s
constitu-drew!
"Why, then, should this
this week: "The newspapers are al
Pennsylvania. Delegate W. H.
in a recent letter, inclines to tion not be approved? WThy should most literallly splashed with blood,"
to
amend?
be
to
sent
back
them
it
of
the
a
the same view, and reading
and while New Mexico leads in the
address in the Congressional Record W'hy this delay? Xvhy not approve. the number of murders per thousand and
will incline almost every one to the constitution at once, as provided in the percentage that goes unpunished,
tfle resolution as originally offered by no
same judgment.
portion of the United States is ex
Many speeches were made, most of the gentleman from Virginia and let empt from the murder lust. "Who is
once?"
them
become
a
state
at
of
the
them in favor of the admission
responsible for these epidemics of
;
territories without further delay. Thei
carnage?" asks the Denver News.
only difference of opinion was wheth- MOUNTAIN CLIMBING IN NEW "And what can we do to check them?"
MEXICO,
er Arizona should cut out the recall
'The real, bedrock cause of these
of judges or not, and whether New, Yesterday, the New Mexican
of murder is the American
epidemics
RePresident Taft and the
nounced that the forest service had habit of lawlessness. As a
people, we
publican party should be insulted and, placed in first class shape the
are lawless. We are ruled by whims,
be imperiled
by - com-- called Knox or Winsor trail, one of
by impulses, by opinions; but he who
pelling New Mexico to vote again on the most: picturesque mountain paths should
say that we are ruled by law
which
constitution
of
the
a provision
jn the west. It reaches an altitude
the
it already had endorsed with more 0f 11,000 feet and passes near the would be taking long chances with burtruth. With more LAWS than
than 18,000 majority, and which Presi- - source of the Santa Fe, near the
books-o- f
any other naTaft had approved.
nacle of the Lake Peak; not far from den, the. statute
In the addresses made there was tne Hoiy Ghost Lake and through the tion, we' have less LAW than ever premuch buncombe, much that was not depths of the Pecos forest over the vailed in an equally civilized country.
relevant, a good deal of playing to "saddle" between Mount Baldy and LAWS may be no more than votes of
the galleries and an overabundance tne Laie Peak to the Hamilton Mesa a legislature. LAW is the expression
of the sober will of a whole communiof politics, but the speech of Repre-- an(j winsor's ranch. The most
Olmstead was a calm, clear, Velous part of it is that it is a safe ty. And as yet the only thing we mod
convincing review, digest and criti- trail all the way; that it does not ern Americans have been able to
cism of the New Mexico constitution,
dangerous precipices or pass agree on is that we nean to have our
article for article. The speech was over land glides. It is characteristic own way or make someone smart for
dispassionate, it was frank and it was 0f mountain trails in New Mexico and It.
an eloquent defense of New Mexico especially in this section,
"Our training in lawlessness begins
and its people. He disproved logic- Tnere is tne Indian Creek Trail allmost in the cradle. It is the excep
ally that the constitution was written- for instance, which begins in Santa tion to find American parents who
by gang politicians or that it con- pe canon, just as the Knox trail take a steady and intelligent interest
ferred upon them benefits es- - starts in the Tesuque canon. It is an in the training of their children.
undue easy picturesque path, at many places
pecially or gave corporations
when
Danny learns to walk softly
advantages. Even Chairman Flood, Wjde enough for horse and wagon. It mother is busy or when father is
the Democratic chairman of the Dem touches the Scenic Highway on top cross; but as for learning to follow
ocratic committee on territories said 0f the Dalton divide, at an elevation definite, orderly rules of conduct toof the Olmstead speech: "He has 0f 9,000 feet, the highest point it ward his elders and associates, he seldiscussed the constitution more fully, reaches and then dips toward the
dom hears of such a thing. He is sent
to me more interestingly, than Cos.
to school to get him out of the way.
anybody who has spoken upon it. He
Qn top of tne Dalton div,de brancn Unless he is lucky
to be
says any change we make would be ofl tWQ other picturesque but more obliged to help earn enough
the family liv
a disapproval of the constitution of difficult and precipitous trails, one
between school and supper he
New Mexico. In that I agree with down the DaUon an(J tne otner down ing,
lives the life of a nomad. He hears
Mm.
the Manhn. Rut thev are worth while much of rights; bit
nothing of duties.
Every New Mexican should read the Then there u a trall that foows the A thousand
things conspire to teach
debate by which it ridge of the Santa Fe canon all the
address and,
him the easily learned lesson that
was, interrupt, anu me ew mexi- - way up tQ the Lake peak( and tne whatever
he wants is, right; and
from
the
can will quote
it merely
trail t0 the Nambe falls, and there is that anyone who crosses his
is
following conclusions:
even a traU to the Tesuque pueblo an obstacle to be removed. path we
If
to
come
are
Mr. Olmstead:
"They
offering charms not found on the main were not an uncommonly
kindly and
Into the Union in accordance with highway.
b.eed at bottom, our
'
are
These trails in New Mexico
list of murders would be longer yet.
constitution, as amended or witnoui very definite patng. they have been
"And this course in lawlessness is
would
on
if
voted
again,
amendment,
trodden for hundredg of years Dut it extended and ampiil.sd as the young
have to be certified up here again to ,a only
latey that tne foregt gervice citizen grows older. He sees whole
the president and to congress for ap- - has ..blazed..
them has put up sign communities
making laws, and then
If not approved, the people
proval.
pogts hag cleared out the underbrush
of New Mexico would have a set of and thug has made them available t0 deliberately breaking them. H sees
speed ordinances, Sunday closing or
state officers without being a state. tDe average man out for a holiday.
ordinances
What is the occasion for taking any
Th mogt picturesque points in New dinances,
chances of confusion or delay? They Mexico can oniy be reached over the put on the statute books as concessions to a momentary demand; and
can amend the state constitution after trai
It ig only the man or woman
being admitted more easily than al- - wiiing t0 go horse or burro back or then systematically ignored as a
most any other state. For my part I on foot t0 whom the greatest delights concession to 'pull.' He fees the city
do not think that a constitution ought of foregt and mountain are open, or first prohibit prostitution; and then
to be easily amended. I do nbt think (Wno can recn the mountain tops come round to collect a part of the
that a state ought to amend its con-- wnlcn in New Mexlc0 are not
He
profits of the illegal traffic.
as easily and as often as a tiPPed as a general thing. There are sees society go maudlin over some
man may change his shirt. It is not a dozen peaks in tnis immediate vicin-th- e worthless ape who has committed
purpose of a state constitution to lty 120oo and more feet high, that murder to vindicate his property
be a vehicle for state legislation aord a delightful and easy climb by rights in a woman. He sees corporthrough the medium of amendment. trail. Nearest to Santa Fe, is the ations maintain a force of lawyers
The constitution is the chart by which Lake Peak) some 1228o feet high, whose duty it is to enable the corpor
the ship may sail, but it does not Mount Baldy ls not much farther and ation to break laws without being
lay down all the details for the con- - lg two hundred feet higher. On the punished. He hears unlimited chat
struction and operation of the ship. pcos Bide( peCos Baldy, some 12,460 ter about the 'unwritten law,' and the
It Is the instrument which defines the feet high is one 0 the easiest moun- - 'higher law'; but hardly a whisper of
government and distributes its pow- - tain heights to reach, while across just plain LAW. What wonder mat
ers, but it is not expected to be a the Pecos, the Chanerito ridee and he comes to doubt the claims or even
whole code of legislation within itself, Elk mountain are climbed by one of the existence of so
shadowy a thing?
nor to be amended from year to year. the most beautiful Mails that the
"And the remedy? A return to comIt is not intended to be the vehicle writer has ever essayed, that leads mon sense.
If we would have the genof annual or biennial legislation.
straight through acres of columbine, eration of our children less bloody
"Those people of New Mexico have wild cosmos and other alpine flow- - and less lawless than our
own, we
sent us up a constitution which the ers, all the way to the Harvey ranch must
begin teaching them that every
to
to
has
and
on
which
Las
and
president
approved,
Vegas.
right carries with it a duty; the duty
there can 'be no serious objection. It
Farther north, the Truchas Peaks to accord an
equal right to others. We'
is a good constitution. I contend that and beyond them Taos Peak, are the mnst teach them
that to
the perunder the present provision for amend- four highest pinnacles in New Mexico, son who offends them shoot
is not brave,
ment there is no difficulty at all in the loftiest being more than 13,250 not
heroic;, .but cowardly, cruel, ,and
securing any amendment which the feet in altitude and all covered by contemptible. We
must teach them
of
Mexico
New
in
people
may desire and trails that
following the that the fellow who will
not play the
within a reasonable time. It is true lines of. least resistance.
according to the rules, and take
s
that it requires a
vote in
West of Santa Fe, trails of wonder- game
each house for the first two years, but ful interest, lead across the cliff dwel- - his losses as they come, is a cad and
at the expiration of that time a ma-- ling country into the Jemez moun-jorit- y a cur. We must teach them, by ex
at any regular session may tains and to the south of Santa Fe, ample, that he who brings children
propose amendments.
It is far more there are trails into the Sandias, the into the world has incurred an obligaliberal than the provision contained ' San Pedro, the Ortiz and beyond them tion not wholly discharged when he
and
in many states whose constitutions I, to the Manzano mountains with a sends them to an overworked
have read, and more liberal than in charm all their own. Still farther underpaid teacher. We must teach
at least 30 states of this Union today. south, the White mountains and Sa- them that lynching is simply collec
"In other words, it is just three cramentos rival the Sangre de Cristo tive murder, murder committed by
times as hard to amend the Mississip- range so near to Santa Fe, as far as people too cowardly to kill without
pi constitution as it is to amend the ruggedness, timber and beauty are the companionship of other murder
New Mexico constitution.
It is more concerned although they do not reach ers.
easily amendable than the constitu- quite the height.
The "Post Card Day" folders of the
tion of my own state of Pennsylvania
Whichever way one turns in the
which requires that an amendment be New Mexico mountains and forests, chamber of commerce -- are going like
approved by two successiye, legisla- there are trails revealing vistas of the proverbial hot cakes. They are so
tures before it can" be submitted to transcending magnificence or spots of unusual and yet bring out the real
the people.
sylvan beauty. Indians, prospectors, attractions of Santa Fe concisely and
'AH the way through this constitu timbermen first blazed these trails interestingly, that every one wants
tion we find provisions
regulating but today they are here for the en them. One party yesterday mailed
and controlling
corporations, more joyment of the man and woman who 500, each one to an automobile owner
drastic, I may say, than can be found revel in nature and the man or woman in New Mexico, with an invitation askIn the existing constitution of any who does not delight in nature in New ing him to spend the Fourth at
Santa
state lit this Union,
Mexico's canons, mountains and for Fe. Those who wish to have
copies
Mr. Flood of Virginia: "I will say ests, is beyond hope and reach of the to send out on Post Card
Day should
to the gentleman that the claim is greatest happiness that ls vouchsafed apply to
Secretary Richie of the chain
put forward by its advocates as to the to mortal beings.
ber of commerce before the
This part of New Mexico's attrac five thousand is exhausted. edition of
corporation provision in this constitution that it was framed after (he Vir tiveness ought to be better advertised,
Governor Mills is having printed
ginia constitutional article on the Thus far it has been the Indian pue
same subject."
blos, the historic houses, the flour six hundred post cards which he will
Mr. Olmstead: "Upon the whole, ishing towns that have received most mall on Post Card Day. They show
the careful and impartial student will of the publicity and it is well that a good picture of the capitol and bear
d
find that this constitution of New. this is so, but the time has come a
invitation to visit New
Mexico Is a better constitution, more when the bureau of immigration or Mexico. The post cards will be adrestrictive of the rights and privi- the railroads should issue an illus- dressed to the president, senators,
leges of corporations, and more cal- trated booklet like that recently pub representatives, cabinet members and
culated to secure fair and free elec- lished by the Denver and Rio Grande other high officials and are, an effections, than most of the state con- railroad entitled "The Peaks of the tive contribution to the success of
stitutions now in force. . There ii Rockies," and which is said to be the Post Card Day, June 22.
urg-tur- n

&c-:-ur

de.-idl-

j
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cloud-situtio- n
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M0ULT0N

THE

MOULTON-ESP-

.THEODORE

N. ESPE

iniijjp
v 'J. B. READ, Cashier.
P. MdCANE, Assktatl CaiWer.

nuoriES, Vtomtait,

A.

COMPANY

E

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe. New Mexico

INVESTMENTS.

INSURANCE
Have Moved Their'Offices to Rooms

18--

19

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1670.

:

- , - $150,000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit Capital Stock

Catron Black.

-

Trnssxta gemsres fcrnktati

basteesa hi aH Its branches,
the sswat tsweraMe terms oa all kinds ef
money
personal and eeihttond secarlty. Buys and sells bonds and
stacks all markets tor It 4stMMr j' Baty and sells
si
f aaa
faretsa exchange
tetecrapbic transfer of
money to sdl parts of the dviUaed world om as liberal terms as
are given by any money traaansltiog agency publico private.
Interest allowed en time deposits at the rate ef four per cent
per annual, on abx ment hi' or years' time. Liberal advances
made an consignments f Uveateok and products. The
executes all orders of Its patrons tm tssa h fciMr Mae, and
to extend to them as liberal treatment la all ranpnatp. as la
consistent with safety and the principles off sound iaalilin
Safety deposit boxes far root. The patrossago of the pojassa hi
respectfaHy sollcrtsd.
LsNkns

Fraternal Societies

WANTS
FDR

pent sir

domes-tJcas-

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

roomed house, fur
D. S. Lowitzki.

nished or unfurnished.

Six roomed brick cotO. C. Wat-

FOR RENT

7.30.

tage. Bath, range, light.
son & Co.
"FOR

SALE

Seven

house, CHAS. E. LINNET!

room

bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216: Montezuma avenue.

H. H. DORMAN,
Master
. .Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter lNo.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

1, R. A. M.

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
7:30 p. m.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
JOHN H. WALKER.
and rented. Standard makes handled
H. p.
Aii repair work and typewriters guar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- ARTHUR SEL1GMAN, Secretary.
change. Phone 231.
Santa Fe Commander
No. 1. .K. T. Regular
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
conclave fourth MonSmall Holding Claim No. 3241013809
day in each month at
Department of the Interior,
Masonic Hall, at 7:30
United States Land Office,
,
p. m.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
Notice is hereby given' that the fol
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
Santa Fe xxdge of
proof in support of his claim under
Perfection No. 1, 14th
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
degree. Ancient and Ac3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
cepted Scottish Rite of
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
Free Masonry meets on
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. S. Commissioner the third Monday - of each month
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
July ,17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn, Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 31 ,
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
Venerable Master.
to prove his actual continuous adverse HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
possession of said tract for twenty
Secretary.
years next preceding the survey of
the township, 'viz:
B. P. O. E.
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala- Santa Fe Lodge No.
zar, Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar460, B. .P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
the second and fourth
Any person who desires to protest
of each
against the allowance of said proof,
Wednesday
or who knows of any substantial rea
month. Visiting brothson under the laws and regulations of
ers are invited and
the Interior Department why such
welcome.
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
proof should not; be allowed will be
d J. D.
SENA,
given an opportunity at the
Exalted Ruler.
time pd place to cross-eSecretary.
amine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted, by claimant.
Cleaned,

ad

The Palace Hotel

.

William Vaughn, Prop.

of the Best Hotels

One

.,

BOOMS IN 8TJITB WITH PRIVATE

and
Table Service
Cuisine

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Oepet
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

bath

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

124126

the West

in

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
kOOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Santa Fe, N. M

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

above-mentione-

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

x

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Register.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
t
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.

Notice for Publication.

Independent Order of Beavers.
(07533. )
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
Copy to forest; supervisor, Pecos,
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
N. M.
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
of
the
Interior,
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
June 13, 1911.
President
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto C. J. NE3S,
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
Secretary.
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for NE
section 35, township 15 N, range
F. W..FARMER
11 E, has filed notice of intention to
Homestead No.
r
make final
proof, to estab2879.
lish claim to the land above described,

FINK SAMPLE ROOM.

U.I
Ann
a. moaaLtaw
Office,' at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
day of July, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem- erio Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tlAfAIU.

TT

AM

G!

n

toronaoo Kesiaurant

LOCAL TRAINS

3

with connections

east.

bors welcome.

1351. N. W. A.
meets second Tues
day each month, so
cial meeting third
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. visUng neigh.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LUPE HERRERA,

1:

SOFT DRINKS

Prop.

.

AH

niw4.
csoJ

FIZZ, CCC0 COLL :: X x
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.

I80TSEEI,

The New Mexton mnnng sura-panhas prepared civil and crlmliial
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made t of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather hack and
covers And canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the fees of Justice)
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and cripiinal dockets,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound In on
book, 80 paes civil and 820 pages
criminal. To introduce them they art
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.71
Combined Civil and CrhrlnnJ .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional tor a alngl
docket,, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will bo aent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. Stats
plainly whether English or Spanish
,
printed heading ls wanted. -

year arders

fcokg are sofiKfcd to the thirsty

A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Herewith are some bargain! offered
by the New Mexican Printing
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c Missouri
Pleading forms, S5; Missouri Code
the two for $10.
$6;
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Dockets, single, $1.26;
TO AND FROM ROSYYEL.L.
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Connections made with Autaaobile
M'xico Supreme Court Reports, No
8 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com line at Vaughn for RosweTJ,
dally.
pilatira Corporation Laws, 76 c Com- Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros-weat 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-wapilation Mining Laws, 0 e Money's
'
at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
full
of
New
Mexico
Reports.
Digest
The
sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance
The uniform success that has attend- Is $5.80 and between Torrance aad
ed the use of Chamberlain's Colic, Roswell $10. Reserve seats oa auto
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has mobile bywlrfi. J. W. 8'ockard.
made it a favorite everywhere. ' It
If yen want anything on asrtli try
can always be depended upon. For
a Maw atesicaa Want Ad.
ale by an dealers.
com-pan-

Night. Regular Meals 25c.

Santa Fe Camp

TIMETABLE ALL

3.18 p. m.

J

Farmer.

Register.

from No.

i

T

4

Short Orders run Day

i

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
&
Meets
Second
and Fourth ThursFurnishwr rooms in connection.
days,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman, 222 San Francisco Street
::
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs.
Daisy

T

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.
'
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 P. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa. Fe, 6:30
'
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arriv at Sana. Fe 11:19
p. m.
.
O. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west-Arriv-

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

five-yea-

,

well-worde-

THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1911.

mi

good-nature- d

g

K M.

KLONDIKE

sriaks madefroa
filtered water.

&ANU FE BOTTLES

VGIS

E3Y
taprietec

.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

to

,

'

All Parts of The World
Unflflv and Inconvenience by ParchaaiOf

Cur

Walls
1HWIWJ.
Doniestk Moaey Orders. Travelers'
'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

jaTt

pgo

U.

Si'-1,-

-:.
..

(

S,

Canada, Mexico

".SE'

REMITTANCES SENT BY TEjLEORAPtl

4

J.

ji
D. BARNES, Ag?nt.

ll

!FIR5T CLAS5

HACK SERVICE

fCKIICE'S

:

peeular ariose Baggies and saddle nersea.

IACK

LIKE

thene Hack

TKE0DC1E COMICS, Pre
112.

THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1911.

THE SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. II.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.

PERSONAL MENTION

PAUc FIVE

a land owner and more than an average chance to become independent
MILLINERY BARGAINS
by his own efforts. HundreU of infa.-e
stances of the
success
could be cited in both Texas and California. But one instance representft
ONE THIRD OFF
tive of many will suffice. N'eur thia
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
city one man who owns a
tract gives out the following facts rel
This Month Only.
ative to the earnings of the lanu:
.
.
.
.11
J
TTlnA
.FA,nUlnn
mm
la UHT3, ail Aiuus, 21
gross; Bermuda onions, harvested in j MISS At AVUGLER
March. S485: beans, neas. nnd twPta
South-Eas- t
$641; radishes, both winter and sumCorner Plaza
mer crop, S185; sweet corn, $207: for- aee and other crops, such as CnV.
fornia beans, etc., J56S; total value NEW MEXICO NEEDS MORE
of crops produced $2,924; coat ol he.;i
$221; seed and plants, $137; water for
Irrigating purposes, $106: expense of
It must be admitted that there has
marketing, $1S4; total expense 1G42- - been an unusually long lull in railnet earnings, $2,282. In makine this road building in New Mexico.
estimate the man has not figured .the in. the last decade, hundreds of Early
miles
amount of- production! taken from he of steel rails were laid but since the
nome
ror
iana
consumption for a fam- completion of the New Mexico Central
ily of five, where two horses aud two and the Belen
several years
cows are kept. This is not one of ago,
practically no construction work
farms.
There has been done. Whether the
exceptional
are many in this vicin'ty and in other of the El Paso & Southwesternsurvey
from
parts of the state wnere the ecutal El Peso to the Engle Dam will mean
earning is greater tha:i th.it given by the inauguration of an era of railroad
several hundred dolUrs. One would construction in the southwest remains
have little trouble In locating
e
to be seen, but the El Paso & Southfarms in both the Nueces and western has been a virile force in railLower Rio Grande valleys where the road activities and it
might do for
earnings are much greater than those iNew Mexico just as well as some
given. In California, too, wh;re the other road, what the Denver and Rio
fend earnings make the actual valu-- j Grande
for Colorado,
ation more then $1,000 per acre there Especially,accomplished
the western half and the
e
such
axj many
farms. An- - northern third of New Mexico are in
other proof of the actual v.!u ot the need of railroads for
their develop-ten-acr- e
tract when carefullv culm at ment. Those
portions of the common.
ed is emphasized in the fact that such wealth are
among the richest, the
a man as Honorable William J. Bryan ,'most
resourceful sections of
the
and many others quite as safe in their southwest and but for
the absence of
1'us.iness ventures have rsccntlv in railroads would be
yielding of their
vested in
tracts lor the pur products, would have a
popula
pose or iruit and vegetable raising tion, would be furnishinggreat
' im
..
I
TI,, tV.
lu.uiniliug
, i
n
nnnavo fni-- raiiro
ouvamaKe Ol tna
"
farm lies in the fact that such a tract it is a difficult
.
country in manv
is within the reach of the man of mnrl. nets fmm tho
.
-erate means and. enables him to be- - frineerine standnnint
h.,f
,
vuv fcvjn i yji
wura in
sense 01 me word, a later this will not
an insupera- home maker. Aside from the money me oostacle. Of prove
course, as long as
vaiue that may be obtained the home Democratic demagogues are
making value that trends to a broader the pillars of prosperity in the shaking
United
and better manhood is far more im- States, one cannot
expect capital to
portant as a national asset.
invest extensively in new railroad
projects and the development of an
unexploited country, but after the
next presidential election and with
the coming of statehood, it is he!ivi
that the railroad mileage in New Mexi-STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
ten-acr-

CAPITAL $50,000.00

Dr. C. S. Losey, the Las Vegas specialist, is at the Palace.
Wililam McGinnls, a shoe salesman
from Chicago, is at the Palace.
Karl Hockenheimer, a well known
St. Louis salesman, is at the Palace.
JT'.W. Egan, the Quincy,
Illinois,
shoe salesman is calling on the trade
in this city.
E. S. Kinkhead, who sells playing
cards and travels out of Los Angeles,

a General Banking Basiness

Does

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

.

President

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

at the Palace.
Mrs. Charles W. Fairfield, wife of
the! assistant territorial
auditor, is
quite ill at the sanitarium.. t , ,.
Judge C. G. Richie underwent.a, successful though difficult operation this
.
forenoon at the Sanitarium.
Walker Clayton and Fv J. Dayton,
of Eaton Rapids, Mich., are sightseers registered at the Palace.
Hon. Solomon Luna, national committeeman for New Mexico and treasurer of Valencia county, is here from
Los Lunas for a couple of days.
Hon; Perfecto lEsquibel, delegate in
the constitutional convention from
Rio Arriba county, and who residps'in
Tierra Amarilla, arrived in the city
is

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

4lXlLl,lWI.
Real Estate

1

4

:

Boiler)

(City

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds

yesterday.

Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaf
fa expect to leave shortlv for Denver
where Mr,- Jaffa will undergo a minor
operation at the bands of Dr; Levy,
a well known specialist.
Mrs. J. P. Hubbel and children and
Miss Julie Hubbel of.Pajarito, Bernalillo, county, arrived in the city yes
terday to attend the closing exercises at Loretto Academy.
Miss Rugh, a young lady prominent
in Pittsburg society and who has spent
several months in Albuquerque, is at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium. She expects
tp remain here for the summer.
y
I Mj. and' Mrs. J. Felipe Costlilo of
Belen, arrived- lh the city yesterday,
to attend the commencement at Lor
etto! Academy last night. They are
registered at the Coronado hotel.
. V. J. Rose renresentine
the .T. S.
White Lyceum Bureau of Kansas City,
arrived from Estancia yesterday afternoon to arrange for a course of lectures and concerts at Santa Fe.
R.; G. Cobett,
the well known
rancher ot Tesuque, is at the Monte--

ct)

.

-

I

& CO.
0. C. WATSON
'
.
....
tania re, new mexico
unices m ban rrancisco m.

t

..

.

The Ideal Brass

Bed--

.

stead
In

Colonial

Style,

Substantially Built

and Beautiful to look
at Call to see It at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
porch shades and
bamboo curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
warm days. A fine
assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.
;

;;-

-

Traveling

go-car- ts

EXPERT

EMBALMER5

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

INSURANCE
At.
fir en
is me dem
time

iiMrvilT 5j

In Your Life

Phone

Black No. 52

Phone Black

BEST TIME

.Is the

'

:

Auditor

,
;

Charles

V.

,1

In Your Life

No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract,' Realty & Insurance Agency.

Here's tnesnoe you cave Dcen reamng so mucn aoout
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
shoe now in town and ready for your inspection. '

Wonders for Lively Boys

I'Rm, fifmita"

ata

Mia

flocclncf-'-

ahnob

Afo'mf

made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
two or tnree pairs ot ordinary shoes, just tne
iii&et lur uaacuaii, ruumiiK, jumping ur
any outdoor sport, uvery poy wco nas
seen mem is crazy lor a pair,

,,'jf

Bon'-S-

in

1

to

i

J

ten-acr- e

A Special

line of Sailor Collars
Color and style to fit any waist

ten-acr-

Special 35c

j

Parasols-a-

immense line
we can please youwhat-

j

ten-acr-

n

ever you may want

j

II

ten-acr- e

ill

ten-acr- o

i

i

i

SEND & GO.

j

BASEBALL

1

co will be doubled within a few
years".

I

CULTIVATION
OF 8MALL ACREAGE.
a

IF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU

::

I

WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S

Teas and Coffees

,

......

Won. Lost,
35
29
28
25
26
23
23
1,0

These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
PAYS THEM to use this line it certainly will PAY YOU
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS

EVERY

Colo- n-

Olive, Tan
and Black

TEN DAYS

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

TROUSERS

The Pathway to the

Drug Store

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
vol
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

large line of Snappy up to date

A

Is most frequently
trodden by those

PATTERNS

whose scientific
knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves

American League.
Fort Hancock, Texas, June 15.
1
More and more each year farmers are
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Louis
St.
at
Washington.
realizing that a small acreage carei
Detroit at New York.
fully cultivated is more profitable-thaCleveland at Boston.
a large farm of uncertain cultivaJ
tion efforts. It can be said truthfully
4
YESTERDAY'S
GAMES.
that Texas is a state where the
e
fram has shown wonderful ' re
National League,
sults. While it is true that the
e
Pittsburg, 4; Boston, 3.'
tract received its first careful
attention In the fruit an-vegetable
American League.
belt of Califorina. Texas has shown
New
York,
5; Detroit, 3.
the greatest results both in number
Philadelphia, 2; Chicago, 1.
and earning. Of course all men wno
Washington, 13; St. Louis, 0.
undertake farming oh a ten-antrat Boston,
5; Cleveland, 1. do not succeed. Just aa a certain per
Always neuaoie
cent of men fail in all kinds of bus!- DRUGGISTS
Western
'
League. ;
ss. Some. too. who have been fai
mers all their lives.rfind thnmRoivoa i Omaha, 2; Denver, 7. (First Game.)
at a disadvantage when they attempt! Omaha, 5; Denver, 8. (Second
Phone I6l-- Nitil
Phone Red 58
y.;
to devote their energies to tei aoren game.)
St.
Topeka, 11;
Joseph, 1.
But the fact remains that ten acres
Pueblo, 8; Sioux City, 3.
given as rational attention as such en
Lincoln, 12; Des Moines, 0.
amount df" land merit and a
'
Of croiJS- that IS 'tOSSlble' in a. Mlm-ltCoast League.
nice tnat or tne southwest mean suc .;;:.
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
San Francisco, 9; Sacramento,
cess to a laree ner cent nMlini, i,n
Vernon2.f
12;
engage in the business.
The Gulf
Los Angeles, 4; Oakland, 17.
SIGN WRITING
coast, the Lower Rio Gran Ho vstiiov
Southern
League.
the Nueces valley emphasize this fact.
First Class Work Guaranteed
.1
Tn aav that atrb'Hr 'man Tin.
Mobile 2; Chattanooga 5.
success" of the Wsiness would not be
--?
New Orleans 5; Atlanta 4.
in line with the fact: hut to sav-- that.
6; Memphis 5.
Montgomery
90 per cent have made a success will
PAUL P. LACASSAONE
Birmingham 3; Nashville 7.
be stating a fact and proves tha ntn.
309 San Francisco
ity of the plan beyond question. The
American Association.
- Street
e
farm gives every man who
Indianapolis 7; Minneapolis 5.
desires it the opportunity to become
Columbus C; KansaB City 3.
.
ten-acr-

Butt Bros. Co.;

The "BOY SCOUT Shoe

The soles are made from Elk Sole " your stockings and hurt your feet.
Leather the toughest and best sole
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
leather there is Our secret process I most healthful shoes you could buy.
of tannage makes them wear from two
The soles are put on so. good you
can't pull them loose no matter how
lothree timesaslongascommonsoles.
,
you are.
Anawey re ine oesi snoe youcouia rougn
Just tell your folks about them, boys,
get for your feet, too. ' They're made
especially for growing feet and feel They'll want you to have a pair.
fine the minute you put them on. The
MflvhA VmiF M Will Won,
inn
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
Ask him to bring you in and look at
find aiw a mnf m
n n rImu.
ri,A
them himself. He'll be just as de4.UC19
KJWIC9I
are no linings to rip
apart, tear lighted as you are.

:'

.

Sweat Shop Goods

No

For Saturday, June 10
I

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

I

OH

II

YOUJUNE

If You Need a Weeding Present

COME TO SEE US:

New, live patterns of Sterling Silver
Chippendale
Apollo patterns.
We Solicit Your Inspection.

rt

YONTZ,

Reliable Jeweler

j

M

ttL

The Shoe Man

.

FOR

THAT

SUMMER

MEXICAN

'

-

New aud Full Assortment of Unique
Latest in Hand Color

SERVICE
WIRE

FOR

DAY

AND

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
--

Water Heaters and Percolatera
ummmmmmmt

5

'.'"sSSt"'

kg Post

San Juan Potter
Artistic

Cards,

Framio;.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.
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Scout" Shoes you
And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the picture inbuy.
the corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away, if
you don t you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
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Are You a Coffee Critic?
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.50

John Pfluegef;

95c

Cut-Of-

be accompanied by Miss Anna Phil- Lincoln ,(
ips, who will visit them here for a Sioux City
few weeks.
St. Joseph
Mrs. F. E. Nuding, who has been Omaha
quite ill is able to be out atrain tn th Topeka
delight of her many friends in thiSDes Moines

on

material style and design

never shown before in the city.
$1.25 and $1.50 special while they last

-

realtives and friends. It was rumored
that Mr. Morgan would take a June
aisle stroll" but he stoutly denies
the report.
Probate Clerk George W. Armilo.
superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
County Commissioner I. Sparks left
this morning in Mr. Sparks' auto for
the pueblos of Tesuque, Ildefonso,
Santa Clara and San Juan to deliver
the invitation of Mayor Seligman to
attend the Fourth of July festivities.
Ralph Sparks was chauffeur.
Miss May Spitz, and Miss Florence
Spitz are expected' to arrive here on
train No. 1 this evening from the east.
Miss Florence Spitz was graduated
this year at Notre Dame academy. In
diana, and Miss Spitz has been visit Denver
ing friends in New York. Thev wMl Pueblo

It Pays Better han Farming
Large Scale and In a
Way.

of

Variety

League.
I
Won. Lost. Pet. A NEW MOTOR WRINKLE
32
VISITS SANTA FE.
ig .640
,...32 19 .627
31
21
Everyone has heard of automobiles
.596
!569 or autos, motors,
29
Pittsburg
22
and
motorcycles,
st- - Louis
27
23
.540 motor trucks;
and
Cincinnati
24
28
.462
but who ever heard
Brooklyn
is 33 .353 of a
Well, one
Bostpn
...12 41 .226 was seen going up Water street at 10
minutes past 10 o'clock this morning, j
American League.
Two men were riding a powerful mo- - j g
Won. Lost. Pet. torcycle and the front man was steer-- j X
Detroit
.....38 16 .704 ing the craft while the rear man was X
Philadelphia
...32 17 .653 guiding the wheelbarrow which folNew York
..26 22
.542 low in perfect rythmic beats. It re24
Chicago
21
.533 minded one of the
jingle of nursery
Boston
..26 23 .531 rhyme:
Cleveland ... ... ..r.20 - 33
.377
"And the little
Washington
...19" 33 .365 "To see the sport boy laughed
St. Louis
16
36
.308
" Of the dish
running away
with the spoon."
Western League,
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Good Luck Charm FREE

Shirt Waist Bargain
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Boys! Here's the Shoe that
Captured the Country!
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Safford has returned from a business
trip through the territory and is at
National
the Montezuma hotel.
.
Trr
v. ti
a, morgan,, ine wen Known liv- chicago
eryman and successor of Bruce Wil- - New York
"Philadelphia
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Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric
Tea Pots
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tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
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F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
&J

Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Icq,
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POLITICS

Grumblings of Gloomy Gus.
It is rumored that Editor Walter
sent via courier Catron this message
to (Garcia)
Andrews: "My most
distinguished consideration, oh most
faithful advocate, but what in the
name of insane bobcats did you show
my confidential wireless to a vulgar
press scavenger for?"
If the Range had known that Pessimistic Paul and Tom Catron were inj
no hurry for statehood we would have
just told the boys to quit their fussin1
and wait for their permission to go

fliPOUlls!

WEST

Unerring

footing.

I

"The Best in the World"
As the bride led her friends into her
cool, spotless kitchen, they broke into a

chorus of approval.

I am proud of it, she said, "and
proudest of
my stove. It's a New Perfection Oil
and I think they are the best in the world.
They toast,
roast, broil and bake equally well really to perfection
and the kitchen stays much cooler and cleaner than with
any
other range. This stove cuts my kitchen work almost in half."
There is no wood or coal to carry for a New Perfection ; no ashes to clean up. It is ready for use as soon
as lit; out et a touch of the fingers economical as well as
quick and convenient
t.
.i
M.J.
nm iJ iDunn,, mm
blue

"Well,

all of

Aim.

While the average woman is ac
claimed as a nervous and hysterical
creature, who could not hit a barn
door with a pistol shot, it is readily
noticeable that when man is her tar
get she generally gets him. A pistol
wire, to Its influential
in
friends
in the hands of an infuriated woman
to
have
Washington
the joint resolution incorporated as an amendment to is a proposition to bw carefully avoid
that other reciprocity hjll. All of us eu by the man who places any vaiue
foreigners ought to stand on an equal on his life. El Paso Times.

The Santa Fe bunch are sitting
tight and praying hard that the
storm of statehood may not wreck
their frail craft 'Skipjper Walter
nowis tnrough his megaphone: "For
goodness sake stop rocking the boat,
The M-- J had better get busy at
once on their excursion to Washing
ahead.
ton, ior it will take some time to
In its column of "editorial flashes" round up a bunch of influential men
the New Mexican of Friday has three who are disinterested and
items from the Evening Herald to
one from the Journal. Has the M-- J
If many more schemes are devised
cut Paul off the exchange list?
for murdering statehood somebody
A man said yesterday that the Cat win be indictable for
criminal conron influence in Washington was the spiracy.
or
and
that
retroactive,
negative kind,
Judge McFie intimates that he
what he wants most usually goes the saw the work of 57 varieties of the
other way. Therefore, if he has gone genus liar on the records at Wash
to the capital to buck statehood we
ington, tiled by the kind of fellow
stand a fair show of getting it.
who wants the other fellow's job
Why does not the Morning Journal Raton Range.

ASK FOR TICKETS

From Santa Fe

"CCePt

1

Pocket Book Patriotism.
The territory ought to make a deal
wi'h the census department to make
up an- assessment roll of the territory.
The census department has reported
the total value of the farm lands and
buildings of the territory as $111,430,
000 considerably more than twice the
assessed value of all the property in
the territory. Western Liberal.
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VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent

tt.r7o loSi

time-prove-

on

wrapper the
Signature

245

2 25

ilOonneots at Oolfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. tratn both NorthJand'Soutb.a
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.iM.r
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M for Ellz.ibethtown, N. M.. at 9:00 a. ra. dally excep"
oudsys, Fare fc.uu one way 13.50 round trip ; fifty pound baggaje carried free.
0. 4 9. train leaves Des Mclues, 21, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from I the
in as era a. m,
E. G. DEDMAN,

tolJtfits

The

3 15
3 05

FLASHES

What Every Woman Knows.
A Silver City paper has some "Red
Lights Flashed" items that do not
look good for Silver City, yet it is best
for the women of the town to know
what the women of the redlight pay
as fines, in the case mentioned several
hundred dollars, as that is probably
their only way to know how expensive
luxuries are. Las Cruces Citizen.
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perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our
systems have
weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the
early ages
through countless generations, remedies are needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited and
otherwise
acquired weaknesses. To reach the seat of
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, stomach
there is
nothing so good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discova
g
ery,
yceno compound, extracted from native medic
crAA
r
anal mote
great satisfaction
IO"y. yea
to allZ
For
veak Stomach, Biliousness,
Liver Comnl-in- t.
fu
-- !!"
P T- l- .CJe
ChrVii,
eTents ,
De
n
a
is
and most efficient rpmpfiv.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, l9t

(Read Down)

"""

Remedies are Needed
Here we

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

"

Cook-stov-

I

Fie!
An Albuquerque preacher told the
women of that town last Sunday tha:
I J i ai m n
jifc ai a i s a
there ought to be a law compelling
Cook-Stov- e
them to wear more skirts. And it is
evident from that statement that the
preachers of Albuquerque are being
regaled with sights that are not pleas
ing to ecclesiastical optics, and shouM
have some form of protection. El BEAUTIFUL
NIPPONESE LADY
Paso Times.
AMONG EXCURSIONISTS.

Continental Oil Company
;i Incorporated)

own former record by ten days. But
with all the effort in the valley, the
farmers of San Patricio county were
the first In tne woria tnis year, having gone to market with the initial
bale of cotton belt two days m advance of San Benito. Last year, Mercedes, in the Lower Rio Grande valley, was the first to market, both in
valley and in the state.

Moderation.
Among the members of the Sunday
And here is as good a place as any,
which
to say that Tucumcarl owes much to School Teachers Asasciation
the enterprise of her two newspapers, visited Santa Fe for a few minutes
and these, in turn, owe much to the yesterday evening was a decidedly at
tractive young woman who hailed
good sense of the business interests of from
the Flowery Kingdom. She wore
the city which are
the black cap but not gown of the col
enough to see that two strong papers
are worth more to the city and cost lege graduate and a long white coat
less to support than three or four leg- and dark skirt. She is attending a
in Tennessee and seemed to
pulling starvelings like those found in college
towns where the business men be a young woman of great intelli
many
POLICEMAN MONTOYA PLAYED
are ready to encourage every lame gence.
POOL IN A SALOON.
She had the usual characteristic
duck printer with a shirt tail full of
of her people of being impassible. She
to
a
Pro"start
Obar
type
paper.
Palace.
In Consequence He Will Have to Hunt
showed no surpnse at the sights
Mrs. J. F. Hubbel and children, Miss
gress.
Another Job, Committee Upwhile her companions
gesticulated
Julie Hubbel, Pajarito, N. M.; Walkholding Mayor's Action.
and laughed with glee. It would have
Another Shameless Biped,
er Clayton, F. J. Dayton, Eaton Rapbeen a pleasant task to interview her
ids, Mich.; Karl Hockenheimer, St.
Alcario J. Montoya is no longer a A prudent protest is being made in and ask her
opinions of America and
about
S.
W.
the way the ladiej
Louis;
Goodyear, Dallas; F.
member of the police force of tha Albuquerque
of that moral town dress. We 'iter American customs, contrasted with
Pratt, Carlsbad; ,T. W. Egan, Quincy, city of Albuquerque. The police
her own in the far away flowery isle.
111.; Dr. C. S. Losey, Las Vegas; E.
met yesterday etveniing and that some of them play a close seconi But it was
impossible to keep up with
S. Kinkead. Los Angeles; William
to
Godiva.
is
It
all
for
Lady
right
1A
upheld the suspension of the officer
those
Diego
excursionists and talk
fleeting
a
minister
of
the
Chicago.
gospel to claim that
by Mayor Elder, and ordered the
at
same
the
al
time,
the
considering
Angeles
man's name stricken from the pay the scant raiment of the average Al- titude.
Coronado.
Teofllo Chavez, Ramon Baca, Mr. roll of the police department. It is buquerque dame or damsel shocks his
and Mrs. J. Felipe Costillo, Beien; not known yet who will take his modesty, but when a newspaper man
Middle Aged and Elderly Peoole.
Perfecto Esquibel, Tierra Amarilla; place on the force. The council meets gets to kicking over the same traces
Santana Lopez, Ojo Caltiente; Mr. and next Monday night when the appoint- we feel like going over there and see- Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and
Mrs. G. W. Densmore, Espanola.
ment will be made. In the mean- ing for ourselves what it is all about permanent results in all cases of kid Going and returning via direct lines,
ney ana Diaaaer troubles, and for CSC
Montezuma.
time, special Officer John Rogers is Fort Sumner Republican.
ftft Portland and return
painful and annoying irregularities
Vernon .T. Rose, Kansas City; W. J. holding down the beat of the disvia direct lines,
vVtj.vU
For sale by all druggists.
H. H. Brook, missed policeman.
New Mexican Will Build.
Beaty, Los Angeles;
Buckman; C. A. Worley, C. A. Smith,
We are glad to chronicle the fact
The charge against Montoya was
Cft Going one way via
Denver; L. E. H. Cobett, City; J. M. wilful disregard of police
that the Santa Fe New Mexican will SAN BENITO SHIPPED
San Francisco
regulations
FIRST BALE OF COTTON.
Hartley, Buckman.
in that he played pool in a local sa at once build its own quarters. The
San
Benito,
June
15.
Texas,
The
loon while on duty anu in total disre- New Mexican deserves this and ac
Return limit Sept. ISth, 191 1
cotton race in the Lower Rio Grande
REMAINS OF F. E. STURGES
gard of his duty.
cording to its own story will soon
that is the efforts 'here to
TO BE CREMATED
The police committee consisting of be-- modernly and comfortably housed valleyto
market with the first bale of
get
Alderman Auge. chairman, and Alder in its own home. This was a fond cotton
in 1911 has culminated in
Funeral Took Place This Afternoon men.
louciivuuu ami ijoen met at o dream oi the late Max Frost and
and Was in Charge of the
New Mexican is at last to mater making San Benito the winner. San
the
o'clock at the police
headquarters
Benito sent its first bale of cotton to
Masonic Order.
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
and investigated the case sustaining ialize it and make of it a splendid
tne charges of Night Captain O'Grady, tact. There will doubtless be no bet market, Friday, June 9, beating its
Albuquerque, X. M., June 15. With who it is said discovered
Santa Fe, N. M.
Montoya in ter equipped and housed plant than
the solemnity of the Masonic1 order the act of
playing the game of. pool, that of that paper and its friends will TERRIBLE TRAIN OF TROUBLES.
the public funeral service over the and
Lake Charles, La. Mrs. E. Four-niereported the matter to Marshal accord the good will due to this lea
remains of the late Frank E. Sturges McMillin
der among our best territorial news
516 Kirby street, says:
the next morning.
"The
for thirty years a prominent citizen
In view of this state of affairs, papersLas Cruces Citizen.
month before I took Cardui, I could
of Albuquerque, were held at 4 o'clock when the
I had backache, headcharges against Officer
hardly walk.
this afternoon at the Masonic temple. Montoya were
to the notice
His
in
First
ache,
brought
pain
less, chills, faintine- my
Fish.
The body was conveyed to the temple of
Mayor Elder, he immediately suscome from Silver Citv that spells, sick stomach, dragging feel-- 1 BMsffih
Reports
at 2:30 p. m. today and was in state pended the officer, and the
TOURIST
police com- Sheriff McGrath and a party of friends "6,
no patience or courage.
until 4 o'clock, to nermit the many mittee were called
even- nave Deen off on a
last
Since
together
taking Cardui I have no more
fishing expedition.
friends of the deceased to pay their
ing with the above designated result. The sheriff has spent the most of his pains, can walk as iar as 1 want to.
last respects.
At 7:30 p. m. the re
life in Lordsburg, which is more than and feel good all the time."
Take
mains, accompanied by an escort will
20 miles from
Your Neighbors Exeprrence
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
be taken to the Santa Fe station
running water, and Cardui and be benefited by the peas
a
so,
he
boy,
had no chance to fish. culiar herb ingredients which have
where they will be taken to Los An- How you may profit by it. Take Foly
and
never
From
learned the delights of this been found so efficient for
Mrs. E. G. Whiting.
geles for cremation in accordance Kidney Pills.
womanly
Cardui wil relieve that back
with the expressed wish of Mr. Stur 360 Willow street, Ackron, O., says: iascinatmg sport. On this triD he ills.
Fe, N. M.
"For some time I had a very serious caught his first fish. The party went ache, headache, and all the misery
ges.
To
on
up
Dry Creek to fish. It wnnin from which you suffer, Just as it has
The pall bearers were F. H. Kent, case of kidney trouble and I suffered
AkWt A nje
Frank McKee, J. T. McLaughlin, E. with backaches and dizzy headaches. not be thought that Dry Creek would done for others. Try Cardui.
W. Dobson, C. O. Cushman, W. L. I had specka floating before my eyes be good fishing water, but you can
Trimble, Thomas McMillin, George and I felt all tired put and miserable. never tell much about things in New
I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised Mexico by their names.
Craig, Al Thelin and M. L. Stern.
Fergusson
NATIONAL
and got a bottle and took them ac says he is a worker for the immediate
admission
of
New
Mexico
to
without dedirections and results
coming
SLUGGED WHILE SEEING
lay. The party caught some three
EDUCATIONAL
DUKE CITY SIGHTS. showed almost at once. The pain and hundred
trout. The sheriff confidentdizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
ially informs some friends that he
Albuquerque, X. M., June 15. While became clear and today I can say f does
not see much fun in fishing, and
ASSOCIATION
visiting Old Town Tuesday night am a well woman, thanks to Foley Joe
Leahy, who was raised on the
seeing the sights, John Mulliger, a Kidney Pills. For sale by all dme-banks of Lake Ontario,
resident of Flagstaff, Ariz., was gists.
says it is entirely due to his lack of nrnnpr oHnnn.
cracked on the back of the head and
uuu wnn a boy. Western Liberal.
over the right eye by a person or persons unknown and $7 taken from his
PLATS AND PLAYERS
JULY 4,
191 1.
NOTICE.
person. He was afterward found by
of Territorial
the night jailer who heard his moanThe Matinee Girl by the Matinee Department
Number of application 553.Engineer.
ing very early yesterday morning Girl Company was the production at
Santa Fe, K. m.. Mav sth. 1911
laying on a vacant lot.
the Elks' theater last night and it was
ROUND
Notice is hereby
RATE.
He was taken to the county jail his an
given that on the
amusing production judging by the 12th day of
COLORADO
wounds dressed by a physician and
1911,
In
April,
accordance
frequent peals of laughter from the with Section
Denver
Dates of sale, June 27th to
5th
l.io
26,
until
when
Law
July
the officers audience. Mr. Russell was as clever
kept
of
morning
Irrigation
Colorado Springs
18 15
tt. M. Foster of Rarnnv nnnntv Final Limit
tried to obtain information from him as on the two other
1911
15th
September
P"010
nights and had
Miss
likely to lead to the apprehension of the audience with him from the start. of Union, Territory of New 'Mexico,
Low rates to many other
maue an application to the territorial
the guilty parties. The man howev He played the
principal
LIBERAL STOP OVER PRIVILEGES
part of a would-b- e hotel engineer of New Mexico
points in the United States, Canada
er, retused to do this as he said it
for a permit
proprietor and the way he shouted io
and Mexico.
would only mean his staying in Albu "front"
from
waters
appropriate
the
public
was funny, first, last and all of
to
Fe Agent for Liberal stop-ove-r
Santa
Apply
the
Territory of New Mexico.
querque longer than he desired.. He the time. The colored
privileges.
bell boy,
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
auch appropriation 1r tn hn mnrlA information and literature per
did say, however, that in the melee whose name is
not known (there were from
ror
xurther particulars see any
"Pinevetos, at a point S. 10 de taining to this meeting.
following the first blow he received, no programs) was also a mirth pro?
Santa Fe agent,
grees 35 min.
he bit one of his assailants on the voker and he
showed sliding ability cor. b. 14 T. W. 1133 min. from NE H. S.
H. S. LTJTZ, Agent,
little finger.
LUTZ,
that would have helped him in a base of diversion 23 n. K. 32 E. by means
The Old Town officers reported to Dan game.
and 3
ner siw.
cu.
Santa D'e, N. M.
SANTA FE, N. M.
and or 288 acre feet is to be convened
the sheriff's office that there was a As for the
girls, they were pretty io section 13,
man running around Old Town yesterTp. 23 N., R. 32 E and
good to look at and sustained their o- is tp. zz n. r. 33 e. by means of
day with his finger done up in rags. reputation for
keeping the audience uam ana canals
and there used for
refused
to say from
Mulliger however,
to sleep. Mr. Byrne's fewhether or not the man with the ban- male going
impersonation was "as much of
daged finger resembled as far as he a hit as ever. He also
lernionai engineer will take
played the role
could tell one of his assailants.
of a dashing youth but not so clever- tnis application up for consideration
Carrying the TJ. 8, mall and pas
on the 8th of August, 1911, and all
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
ly as that of a woman.
between Vaughn, N. M 'and
sengers
who
persons
may
oppose the granting
All in all, the Matinee Girl Com
eaoa regular ticket, excess baggage
of the above application must file their Roswell, N. M
pany "made good" In Santa Fe. and
connecting with the at tne rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
objections
played to fairly good houses three its with thesubstantiated with affidav- El Paso A Southwestern and Rank T,
u uinrnna ana mould know
We are equipped to carry any kind
territorial engineer and land Railroads and
:
abont the wonderful
i
nights running.
the Atchison, To- copy with applicant on or before that
llMARVEL Whirling Spray
of
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
peaa a oanta Fe Railroad.
Supper Served.
date- new Vsrloul fcrrlnire.
,
C. D. MILLER,
BMt Mottconven- Leaves Vaughn at 8:4fi a. m.
Following the play, the entire com
rates are given for excur
11 C1MZ1MS
ieni
Special
Territorial Engineer. rive in Roswell at
pany was entertained at supper, by
2:00 p. m.
for
sions,
eight or more passengers.
the
'
Foley
Kidney
Leaves
4k
pinB contain lust the
Independent Order of Beavers.
Roswell at 12:80 a. W arAUinnl Mnnl. th
If bmtm
Tor further information, write tha
the
Following
music
ingredients
and
to
was
necessary
in
rive
aicept no
SAKVJEL,
anl
repast
at
Vaughn
regulate
5:30
m.
p.
mr- "Billie"
k. g
other, but lend lumn for
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
Byrne sang two ' delightful strengthen the action of ;ne kidneys
Tt rtM
mounted
nil paxrlealRra ami directions In
songs, his voice ranging from bass to and bladder. Try them yourself For
Taloaible to ladlea, II 4.KVKL, O.
4 JUat SS4 Slnst, SEW XPK.
soprano.
sale by all druggists.
level-heade-
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Hotel Arrivals.

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Excursions,

aElf.Pasop.Texas.
Agent.
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Denver

Illustrated Literature by

Detroit
Pueblo
St. Louis
St. Paul

Springs $ 18.15
$ 21.10

5, 6, & 10 to 22,

$ 60.35

$16.35
$ 44.35
$ 50.35
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CorrespondinlyrLow Rates to All Other Points
On Sale Dally
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
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Tickets and Reservations at

f
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PROFESSIONAL

WILLIAM McKEAN

CARDS

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

PROBERT

Law.
New Mexico.

& COMPANY

Investments

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in ue Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of

Lards, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
the territory.
,
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
C. W. G. WARD
throughout Taos county.
i erruonai
Bank References FurniBhed.
District Attorn y
- - - For San Miguel and Mora Counties Taos,
NeW Mexico.
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.

'

i.

Taos,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

I

and Land

',4

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tha courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci-

a.

E, C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
ttention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

if;

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

4

r c"
'

College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.

Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.

M.

Red 138.

KARL FLEISCHER
134 Calle de

Artis
Vargas
Santa Fe,

N. M.

:..-.-

mm

St. Louis, $44.35
St Paul, $50.35

San

Francisco,

CaL,

8-1-

$45.20

Buffalo,

$64.95

New York, $76.35

Boston,

TRIP

$75.95

......... .............
....

0

Herewith are some bargains offered
b? the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, S; Missouri Code
Pleadings,
10.
J6; the two for
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible

Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty Cover Pockt Dockets, single, 11.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
W. PRICHARD
Supreme Court Reports, Not
8 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
.
Com
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court pilation Corporation Laws, 75 c. Comand gives special attention to cases pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
before the Territorial Supreme Court. Digest of New Mexico Reports. fuU
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M. sbeep, S6.60; full list s?hool blanks.

a

inicag o,

.

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon,
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary

Phone

N. M.

Rates

Santa

New Mexican Building or Union Depot

i

II

(M?
pU.tJU

ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE

Atlantic City $ 85.35
$ 50.35
Chicago

I

ti5 70 San Francisco
or Oakland
Vt0,iJ

VIA

--

ft

San
CK
or
J0t),L)
Los

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

(Scenic Line of

HI

California

e

0

.

enameled chifnnen.
long, turquoiw
Handeomely finished throughout. The
2- - and 3 burner ttovea can be had with or
without a cabinet top, which if fitted with
drop ihefvea, towel racka, etc.
Dealer everywhere ; or write for de
acrtptne circuur to the nearest agency
of tha

1

Oil

e,

ft

Agent.

R0SWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N.M.

.

EvoryWonsn
I

ed.

a.

;

J W. STOCKARD,
v

i

.
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naa a sienaer tnaln araurTS
mai rti.-her neck with a solitaire ring hanging
from it. She seemed unaware that
Edith had seen it Of course Edith
told me she's a dear child and
I;
bade her say nothing to anyone else.
Supposing you come on for a few
days? I told Mary I should ask you.
Mrs. Sumner came on with exceeding dispatch. She dared not question
her daughter, but could discover no
chain, no ring, and no change in the
girl, save that, if anything, she was
prettier, sweeter, more dutiful. She
had even taken to rising early for the
walks her mother had so long wished
her to take, and came to breakfast

PAGE SEVEN
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AN EVEN
GAME
BY JOANNA SINGLE
(Copyright,

1911,

by Associated Literary Presi.)

Mary, like the other flowers, was
out in the early morning exploring the
greenness of the grounds of her
friend's house. She had come the
evening before and was new to the
At a turn in a winding
surroundings.
path she met a
young man
In white flannels, who could not remove his hat because he wore none,
but .who bowed charmingly. She answered in kind, looking at him gravely.
"I know you are Miss Mary Sumner," he said.
"And I know you are Frederick Denton!" She held out a pretty hand,
which he took while he murmured how
glad he was, but she interrupted:
"But you aren't glad, you know!
Tou expect to be bored beyond measureand you didn't want to come because you knew I was to be here, but
you couldn't refuse your sister's party! Am I not right?"
Her charming dark face was flushed
and sparkling, and she seemed to
speak in a hurried, soft breath. He all
d

glowing and happy.
Meantime, In the morning's dewy
freshnes, Mary and Frederick Denton
were having beautiful meetings. He
told her how he had a man friend out
west send him a letter addressed by
a stenographer on lady-lik- e
envelopes
filled with circulars. She gleefully
told bim about the $5 fake diamond,
and how Edith's eyes had bulged
while she, Mary, brushed her hair
and looked innocent They walked
into the country, they went on the
river in a little canoe, they read magazines, and always they escaped being caught together, and approached
breakfast from different directions,
Frederick usually from his room as if

he had just risen.
But a time came when, without
either knowing why, a sort of restraint
but stared.
fell upon them. The young man re"What makes you say that? Wont doubled his efforts to be
interesting,
you tell me?"
wondering meanwhile if she were not
"Play fair!" she begged. "You know tiring of his company. One morning
perfectly well what our families are she was late, another, too tired to
up to dont you?' It was his turn to walk, a little languid and silent A
flush, but he laughed.
few happy mornings would ensue, and
"I wish they had minded their busi- then the constraint
again. He thought
ness, but you are right. Of course we of asking if he were demanding too
are expected dutifully to fall in love. much of her. but feared she would
Of course I dont have tot It's all over think he were tired of it himself. It
the first glance did it Now if you became uncomfortable, and both were
could"
less frank. But, in public, they were
She shook her head.
still just on the polite side of being
"Don't be polite," she laughed, her disagreeable to each other.
Mary's
brown eyes mocking him. "It's horrid mother casually asked her
she
to be planned for. Let's make them disliked Fred Denton. The why
looked
girl
suffer. We both have spirit enough at her, wide-eyenot to be captured by the machina"Whatever put that into your dear
tions of my mother and your sister. head? He seems very nice, I'm sure."
I'm glad you're really so nice. Tou And she put another
pin into her soft
might not have been charming. brown hair and went downstairs.
You've been talked into my ears until
Coming down to the
a little
I nearly hated you and I knew you later her mother found porch
her in a gale
must have felt the same about me."
of merriment over something Perev
"I never doubted that you were all Kaylor was saying. And, with a
queer
they said," he admitted, "only as you iook m uis eyes, Frederick Denton
say let's make them uncomfortable. watched her. What did the look mean?
But let's be good friends In secret And Mary's gayety seemed somehow
(Will you?"
not quite spontaneous.
She nodded, and they sat down upon
A few mornings later Mary did not
a rustic seat to talk it over gaily, go into the garden at all, and said at
while birds sang and the fulness of breakfast that she had a headache.
late May bloomed about them.
She was pale. All day Frederick
"Let's be stiff and distant, and al- watched for her, but had only a word
most rude and indifferent before the alone.
others."
"I'm sorry you were not well," he
"And get up early every morning said.
Hike this and talk it over. Will you?"
"It was nothing it soon passed,"
He held out a brown hand and she sne answered.
laid a white, slim one in its clasp a
"I missed you," he said, but she was
moment.
already moving away from him.
He gave her hand another little
He went angrily away by himself.
d
ana with his pipe In his mouth he lay
clasp and let it go. She rose and
to go. He notioed how tall and flat on the grass in a distant annt nnt
graceful, how very lovely and digni- discovered what ailed him. Of course
fied was her bearing. She was all they fie had loved her from the first mn.
Bad said or her.
ment, and had been a fool, and had
"Remember," she reminded, "that lost her! He should have openly
we have not met We must not be wooed her from the first second
of
seen together you might come In a course It was Kaylor! Men like that
little late to breakfast. I'll be stiff."
always fascinate a girl just out of
"And I'll be cool enough to blight school! He hated himself
vigorously.
every rose on the place!" He watched men ne nopea; she would come out
her go away, and almost wished that next morning, and he would tali h
jtUloe Shaw had not made love a thing But she did not come, and he heard
far from him, and left a row wound mat see and her mother were to go
bard to heal.
home the afternoon of the day to
When Denton appeared where the come. He could not wait so
impatient
others wen all seated at the Informal was he to get a word with her, but
breakfast Mrs. Rawson introduced she went upstairs to pack after breakbim to Mary be knew all the others fast, and stayed until luncheon. All
and she looked at him an instant, day was a disappointment In the afsave a polite, distant little bow, and ternoon she walked with Kaylor.
went on with her talking to Mamie
Frederick was up at dawn the next
Sosseter.
day, and out with a last hope. Surely
Denton, on his part, had been for- she would come this last time! He
mally courteous. Neither had said one waited In the usual place, but she did
friendly word, though their families not appear. It seemed impossible. He
bad for ten years been most Intimate. searched his memory for any word or
The hostess was astonished beyond look that might have offended her.
measure, but too clever to show a And, looking vaguely about, he saw at
sign. But what did they mean? She Borne distance beneath the trees of &
watched them all day when they were little wood, a gleam df blue dress. In
within range. Neither went near the an Instant he was almost running toother voluntarily, and if any chance wards it It must be she It was! But
brought them together, they passed a she was walking swiftly away from
few most formal remarks. She-- tried him.
He called to her, and she
eeatmg them next each other at. di- stopped, until he came and found her
nnereach talked to the neighbor on leaning against a tree, holding her
the other side. This went on for hand to her heart and panting for
nearly a week, and' the good lady was breath. He was stern, and angry beIn despair. Finally she spoke to her cause of the hurt In his heart.
brother about It
"I don't blame you for hating me,"
"I don't know what you mean. Mat-tihe gravely said, "but why hurt me
Fm never discourteous to a lady. more than you must? You know I
Do you want me to gush? What, in love you Mary. Why can't you at
least be kind as you were until a litshort, do you want?"
She was silenced, and made baste to tle while ago? Does it amuse you to
retreat, inwardly discomfited.
hurt?" Then he saw that tears were
"I didn't mean yon were rude, only I running down her cheeks, and that
depended on you to help amuse her
she held out both hands to him;
she's the only stranger. - Of course
After a long time he held her off the
you're never rude I Just thought as better to see her. .
her family and ours are so intimate,
"I couldn't come any more I
we ought to be unusually nice to her!" couldn't bear It after I found
that I
"Well, I think you're mistaken she did care and thought you still
Beems vastly amused
always In the wanted Alice Shaw! I couldnt' trust
thick of things. By the way, where myself not to let you see bow I felt!"
'
does Molly Fairly keep herself mornHe stopped her in the most effective
ings? Hasn't she grown stunning? way in the world it is impossible to
She was an ugly enough little girl
explain during a kiss, which also does
I like her quiet manner, don't you?"
away with oceans of explaining!
Mrs. Rawson deftly got away from
the subject Could Fred take a fancy
WARNING.
to Molly? She was dangerously at.
tractive and poor, but bad been asked
because of the hostess' obligations to
the girl's mother. Later In the. day,
Mrs. Dawson wrote Mrs. Sumner,
among other things, the following
plaint:
"My dear, they simply dont see
each other! Have we managed to
overdo things? Mary never looked
more utterly charming, bat she's Icy,
and I could shake Fred be doeent
make the first effort to be more than

'

.

e.

vaguely polite. I've thought I caught
one or two knowing looks pass be
tween them, but I must have Imagined
It I ought to tell you that Mary is
flirting In a refined but constant way
with Percy Kaylor I wish I hadn't
asked him. And Fred does nothing
to a summer girl
but moon and watch the mall bag. He Is Getting engaged
She may want
dangerous.
take
gets a dally letter addressed in a It seriously.
...
woman's band from Kenosha, some
western place. What shall I dot And
'
Hot and Cold., ,
I dont want to tell you this, but it's Town man, you have no doubt observes
That paradox or not
my duty the other night when Edith
was In Mary's room and they were A frigid bow from a charming maid
i Will make you boiling hot
Bdlta saw
chatting and
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DOES NOT IMPROVE
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YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. xiE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in

v

the NEW MEXICAN speaks

to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
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Owen Bush, Detroit Shortstop.

sit and argue about the difexperienced by playerb In fieldformer years, the days before
were used on the infield or
In the out
And they claim that
players have It so much easier today
because their hands are protected
by gloves. The stars of years gone

Men
ficulty
ing in
gloves

by have nothing on Owen Bush, Nap
Lajoie, Hans Wagner, Matty Mcln-tyr- e
and other star players. They
all do their best fielding while wearing,
gloves through which the bare
hand protrudes. Were it not for habit
these same players might just as well
be playing without gloves.

FEW AGREE ON CLOSE PLAYS
Always

Altering

j

Notew
DiamonilL

The Millers are still a pretty good
team in the American association. Joe
Cantlllon already has them going at
their last year s clip.
Luderus would look much better to
the Chicago fans if he was still a
member of the West side team.
Jimmy Slagle, who resigned his
place with the Baltimore Orioles this
spring, is now a Chicago business man
and lives on the West side.
of the
Konetchy, the tall
Cardinals, is able to stop the ball If it
comes within ten feet of him without
taking his foot off the bag.
Rube Waddell is showing that although his arm Is not good enough
for the majors he can keep the minors In subjection with it
Although third basemen are said to
be scarce as hens' teeth, Fred Tenny
has three of them.
Frank Schulte keeps up his reputa
tion as a slugger.
Hal Chase's men appear to be living
up to predictions.
Gessler is finding his batting eye
and says he will have a good season.
A glance at the percentage column
shows some familiar names In the
flrst-sack-

second

division.

Jimmy McAleer Is trying to demonstrate the inaccuracy of the assertion that his rise with the Washington
team last year was a mistake.
Ralph Pond, the college speed boy,
who promised to make a sensation
with the Boston Red Sox, but didn't
and was released to Sacramento, says
he doesn't like the west and wants
to play with Brockton,. Mass.
Dr. Andy Coakley, the former major league pitcher, who was recently
reinstated is coaching the Williams
College baseball squad. Coakley says
he will stick to the coaching game and
play independent ball in the future.
Manager Kittridge of the Saginaw,
t
to a
Mich., team is giving a
youngster named Fryer who is only
He is a
17 years old.
pitcher and last year, then but 16
years old, pitched some fine ball in
New York state semi-pr- o
ranks.
Another Italian has broken into the
game. He is Tony Citrano, an amateur of Baltimore, who gets a trial
with the Orioles.
One chief joy of the bleachers is
that the man who couldn't hit a barn
with a hammer, nor throw, a fit Is
able from that point of vantage to
call a
pitcher a
"mutt."
Frank Selee, the great baseball
leader and scout, who brought out two
world pennant winners, dug up Roy
Selee was impressed with
Corhan.
young Corhan's fielding. Several others have been Impressed by the same
thing since he went to the White Sox.
Joe McOinnityis finding that Giant
tactics are not relished In the Eastern

'

Division

of Opinion Among

Players Sitting on Bench
Scorer is Criticised.

Ball players will always find objections to the scorer who sits in the
press box. No matter whether that
scorer has a sublime knowledge of
baseball or whether he Is just tackling
the rudiments of the game, he'll draw
the criticism just the same.
The player says the scorer knows
less than nothing about the game, and
the scorer, a bit more charitable, says
the players know nothing about scor
ing, so there you are.
Truth of the matter is that few men
will agree on a close play. There is
always a divided opinion. Just to
show how ball players themselves are
unable to agree with one another, although they blame the scorers for not
agreeing with them, take an incident
one day this spring at Memphis. The
Tigers had an off day and attended a
game between the Cubs and Memphis
teams. Cobb and Moriarity were seated In the front row with score cards.
Some of the things that happened:
In the first inning a Cub batter lined
the ball into left. The outfielder hesitate a fraction of a second, after which
he tore in after the ball. It hit his
gloved hand about a foot above the
ground.
"Hit" said Cobb.
"That was an error," judged Mo-

rtally.

"Why was it?"
"He ought to have had it."
"Nothing of the kind, 'Morrie.' That
ball was a bad one and low, and he
only got one hand on it anyway."
"He didn't judge it quick, did he?
He misjudged it, and he had time to
get both hands on It if he had started

BUY.
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted .that

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling

susrar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therft is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
(

THE

NON-PROGRESSI-

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The "Hew Mexican" gees into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
every post office in Jew Mexico

try-ou-

d

league.

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosper-ou- s
people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

'

Capt. Moriarity of Detroit.

right away; which he didn't! It's an
error with me."
"Well it goes as a hit here."
Two or three other plays came up
during the afternoon, and In only one
Instance did the two scorers agree.
Every other close play brought a division In opinion.
,

It

pays te advertise in the

roicae."

8peaker Batting Hard.
Tris Speaker has not lost his bat-tin-g
eye. He batted .425 on the Red
Sox training trip and is continuing
the work in the league season.

ra

Harmless Amusement
"I see somebody has sold you a gold
, Vague Information.
brick at some time."
"How about this garden Illumina
"Ym." wild Farmer WhlffletrM
"f tion by Chinese lanterns?"
paid $2 for that brlak. It's worth its . "It is in an entirely suitable preweight in gild to amuse the summer dicament"
boarders."
"How is that?"
"It is hanging lire."
A Rare Privilege.
"At first glance you wouldn't sun.
Into Him.
I thought yon told me yon
pose him to be a romantic person.' ;
'
;
"Certainly not"
going into Wall street?"
"Yet he once corresponded with a
"I was
"And dldnt your
girl whose photograph was used to ad
ratHae a branowof MminiM
"No. aulte the opposite." ,
,;
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Lard July, $8.10; Sept, $8.22
uortion of Holbrook. Arizona, and af no deposits ot any size would occur
Sept.
Ribs July,
$8.17
ter trying forcibly to enter a house, there.
THE' DAILY BOUND
Speer Gav
Up Watch Justice of $8.12
proceeded to take possession of HolWOOL MARKET.
at Albuquerque
brook and shoot up the town In early the Peace Romero
unSt. Louis, June 15. Wool,
style. When ordered by Deputy Sher- tried J. S. Speer for obtaining a watch
iff Osborne to stop and throw up his under false pretenses and upon Speer changed; territory and western medi!
fine mediums, 16
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15.
hands, he thought the deputy was the producing the watch in question and ums, 1719
fine 1114
best target, emptied his gun in his turning it over to Maximano Madrid, 17
For New Mexico Fair tonight
it. owner, who had beenVwithout it
direction and ran away.
and Friday with warmer weath- LIVESTOCK.
,15 cents owing to the
St
California Cantaloupes,
er Friday.
peculiar machinations of
15 Cattle Re
111., June
Santa Fe station near the Dessauer
Chicago,
each. At Andrew's.
Speer for a year; and also upon his
home ranch.
Beeves,
Market
strong.
5,000.
From 51 to 66 That was the range payment of the costs ot the case, con- ceipts
Doors By
Prison
Texas steers, $4.Gd8
Cupid
Opens
av$5.106.55;
and
the
cents
15
California
T? fii )
,
mar.t in temperature yesterday
Cantaloupes,
Tinn
sidering also the act that Speer had
t'
'
was
i
per been in the county bastile sinoe Dec 5.80; western steers, $4.805.7i;
each. At Andrew's,
Mabel Manning serving a erage Relative humidity
feeders,
$3.705.60;
pretty
rying
V
temperature during oration Day. Speer was released. , stockers and
j
Children's Floral Sets at Goebels.
sentence in Canon City penitentiary, cent
Guaranteed ,
cows and heifers, $2.505.90; calves,
MRS. RORER'S.
6
at
First Class
and
44
j
was
lib-Call the Capital City Dairy, phone f- - -- v.
voAivcA
degrees
to Garcia" Probate
last night
A Message
.ho
hpr
It was 54 degrees Clerk George W." Arraijo, former May- $6.00 8.50.
Black 188, when in need of milk and erty. The couple left for Arizona.
j o'clock this morning
Per Pound
Market
25,000.
Money Back if Not Satisfactory
Hogs Receipts,
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Crushed Under Load of Wool Juan . The precipitation for the 24 hours or I. Sparks and Superintendent slow, 5 to 10c lower. Light $5.75(j?
RIGHT
HALL and WHITE IIOWfLWAYS
BARRINGTON
Price of .
Skirts, to Pedro Fragua an Indian from Jemez, j ending at 6 a. m. today was 0.05 of an Clinton J. Crandall of the TJ. S. In
6.15; mixed, $5.80 6.15; heavy. $5.75
your measure, $3.75, at Goebels.
was yesterday picked up apparently
0f rajn. Yesterday was a partly dian Industrial School left this morn
6.15;
rough, $5.755.80; god to
CUP OLALITY UNEXCELLED
Wom
fine
auto
The
"to
Woman's Aid Society
ing in Mr. Crandall's
dead, after a load of wool that had ci0U(jy aay with showers and
choice
$5.85C15; P'B8.
heavy,
an's Aid Society of the First Presbyon him was taken .from his st0rms and cooler weather than usual, deliver a message to Garcia" as Geo.
6.10; bulk of sales, $5.956.10.
humorous
usual
his
in
said
terian church will meet with Mrs. body. A cup of coffee however, re--j
Armijo
Roswell
commission Government at
Market
16,000.
heep Receipts,
be it known, is to take
McFie tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 vived the apparently dead man.
western
Attorneys for those trying for the way. George,
steady.
$2.504.30;
Native,
De
in
Don
of
the part
Diego
Vargas
o'clock.
Phone No.4.
Splendid Article on Santa Fe Miss g0.cana Commission Form of
Phone No. 4.
$4.005.0C;
$2.754.30; yearlings,
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose
C Laut, contributes to this ernment at Roswell, have filed a peti- - the fourth of July pageant and today
western
George, and Mr, Sparks and Mr. Cran- lambs, native, $4.00G.40;
and throat specialist of Las Vegas,
will be at the Palace hotel, June 15-- is undoubtedly the best article on the city council, requiring and com- - dall are bearers of an invitation from $4.506.75.
Kansas City, June 15. Cattle Re
of
16 and 17. Hours, 2 to 5 p. m.
Santa Fe and viainity ever published peiiing the latter to produce in. open Mayor Seligman to the governors
5,000,. Market steady to strong.
ceipts
to
take
,1
Indian
part
pueblos
is j court the names of all signers of the .nearby
Fourth of July Posters The Santa in any magazine.
The article
Native steers $5 6.35; southern steers
are
askea
chiefs
The
the
of
in
pageant.
Form
"Commission
Fe railway is distributing posters all strikinelv ilustrated.
a
netition for
on their war steeds and in $4 5.60; southern cows and heifers
along its lines advertising the De
Children Give Thanks The little1 Government" whose names have been to come
armour. If Mr. Sparks and $2.504.10; native cows and heifers
bellicose
as
on
council
at
Fe
Santa
July orphans of St. Vincent's who enjoyed stricken therefrom by the
Vargas pageant
with the aid of Rough $2.256.10; stockers and feeders $3.75
Mr.
Crandall
4th.
a nicnic ?in the canon yesterday ex- inelieible and also the names ot
5.25; bulls $3.254.75; calves $5
enMontezuma
Lodge This evening tend their' thanks through the New who have ordered their names to be Rider Armijo 'cannot stir up the
western steers $4.806.10; westat 8 o'clock, a special meeting of Mexican to Amado Gutierrez, H. S.j withdrawn from the petitjto.kChief thusiasm of these great red men over 7.50;
ern cows $2.754.50.
eimti on nfifiaalnn i TO tin pun?
the
An-'
will
1
A.
for'
&
F.
A,
M.,
K
Montezuma Lodge,
Cartwrieht. Frank
Tiiatife Pnne has set July
Kanne. Hi
Receipts 17,000. Market
Watermelons, 3 cents per pound at 5 Hogs
be held to confer the E. A. degree.
drews and Mrs. H. G. Vaughn, for the j hearing.
of
$5.85
sales
Bulk
10
lower.
to
St. bountiful baskets sent them for the
The Ladies Aid cociety of
n;a Reservoir Finished The large Frank Andrew's.
5.95; heavy $5.855.90; packers and
of
a
with
capacity
John s M. E. Church will hold their picnic.
concrete reservoir,
butchers $5.856; lights $5.906.
per pound at 2,500,000 galolns.to contain the water
Market
regular business and social meeting
Watermelons, 3 cents
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
'jE&tiktiL -- O V R -- T H S .WORLD.
'
of
j supply for the concentrating mill
with Mrs. J. C. Jones, Friday after- Frank Andrew's.
to 10c higher. Muttons $3.25
steady
j
noon at 2:30. All are invited.
Serna Shoots Up Holbrook Fred- the chino Copper company at Hurley,
EXQUISITE DESIGNS
4; lambs $5.507; fed wethers and
TIE Waltham is America s,
MONEY AND METALS.
Guild Meeting The Woman's Aux erico Serna of Albuquerque, after ere- - Gran county has been completed.
vearlines 13.75 4.60: fed western
IN
New York. June 15. Call money, ewes
pioneer watch. Here and
iliary and Guila of-- the Church of the ating a disturbance in the residence The pipe lines from the sources oi
$33.50.
prime paper,
COTTON.
the water supply at Whiskey creek, 2 1
abroad it is recognized as
AND
GOLD
Mexican
amalgamated,
45;
dollars,
"B"
pumpranch
and
creek
Cameron
June 15. CotLiverpool,
England.,
the highest type of time-piec- e.
Atchison,
sugar, 120
donei
stations are about all laid and water 6i
business
ing
moderate
ton
Spot
We are headquarters for the
Great Northern, preferred,
will be turned Into the reservoir 113
American
middling
7 points.
Prices
159
Southern
134
Reading,
in a very short time.
$8.52; midi
Union
Pacific, fair, $8.84; good middling,
120
Pacific,
$8.10;
low
good
Protests Against Pajarita Project
middling,
185
preferred, dling, $8.30;
steel, 78
The
A good deal of opposition has devel
$7.84; ordinary, 7.59.
ordinary,
of Montoya, 118
the
in
were
7,000 bales.
neighborhood
of
the
sales
oped
day
Before you make a watch purchase
St. Louis, Mo., June 15. Spelter
A cheap wagon looks about as good as a Studebaker when it
New York, N. Y., June 15. Cotton,
Quay county, over the granting of
let us tell you how and why you
firm $3.35.
V
is new, but it won't compare with a Studebaker after several
to
the
Irrigation
ter
Pajarita
closed quiet, 15 points lower,
rights
spot
will get more for your money in a
15.
Lead
steady,
June
New
York,
v
years wear;
f.
company, Tucumcari, which proposes
uplands 15. 65; middling
middling
Waltham. A full assortment of all
steady
to dam the canyon 13 miles east of Tu- $4.454.50; standard copper
;',,..
And what is more,
no sales.
Jeweler
The
15.90;
gulf,
grades.
cumcari. It is said that a company in steady; spot 12.1512.25; September,
The chances are that what you have paid on it for repairs, added
53
silver,
12.2012.23;
Montoya had intended building a sim"It's Time You Ovhei a Waltham."
to the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new
Whooping cough is not dangerous
GRAIN, PORK, LARD. RIBS.
ilar dam and diverting the water into
ex15. Wheat July, when the cough is kept loose and
June
Chicago,
late
was
a
little
that direction, but
Chambergiving
pectoration easy by
Sept., 87
with its application , for the rights. Si
It has been
lain's Cough Remedy.
Corn July, 54
Sept., 56.
The hearing will be July 19, before
of this disin
used
many
epidemics
39
38
Oats July,
Sept.,
the territorial engineer for approval
ease with perfect success. For sale
WOOD-DAV- IS
of the Pajarita application.
by all dealers.
Pork July, $15.15; Sept., $15.00.
Convicts for Magdalena Road Antonio Gustio and Francisco Lucero,
Hardware Company
two of New Mexico's convict guards,
'
few
yean,
The cheap wagon is "pfoyeii out' in a
had ten convicts in ctarge yesterday,
MEN'S LISLE HOSE AT 25 CENTS A PAIR.
Distributors of
on their way to Socorro county, where
But, .
MEN'S SILK HOSE AT 50 CENTS A PAIR.
the men will be put to work on the
The Studebaker will be practically as good as new.
convicts range in
The
Real.
Camino
The prudent farmer buys the wagon that will do hia work well
sentences from six months to
.
men.
v:
and wear well.
at Kelly A good strike
Ore
Strike
Studebaker.
He buys
of ore ig being opened up on the con
Holy Faith will meet Friday afternoon
in 2:'M o'clock, at the home of Mrs.
Julius H. Gerdes, corner of Galistto
street and Manhattan avenue.
Smallpox at Las Cruces Dr. C. W.
reports
Gerber, the health officer,
three cases of smallpox in Las Cruces.
X
One case is in the family of a truck
X
gardener, who lives southwest of the
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Waltham Watch
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WAGON

The Walger

New Model
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Light running

wears longest
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The Stays m Parisiana Corsets
are GUARANTEED not to
break, the material not to
split. Should a Parisiana Corset prove defective in any way

We Will Replace It Without

V,

Question

t

the extreme simplicity of this
season's gowns, demand that the 1911
woman be corseted perfectly.

If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisiana corset
made specially for your

size, and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your gqod points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.

The Parisiana

'Parisiana

proper Corset.
styles

The Parisiana

are destinctive

because
a.

to

and up.,

:;.

,'

they are original. The Parisi-angives to the figure the slen- -

:

i

'.oi:.t;.

are made in 48 styles.
Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.
These wonderful shaping corsets are surprisingly
low in price, 1.00, $2.00

Corset is the

.:

t

-

The PARISIANA prices within the reach of all.
The PARISIANA CORSETS on display in our store.

r

NEW SHORT COAT, the scanty

THE

They are guaranteed to
hold their good shape and
style or you will receive a
new corset without charge.

i

LA

STYLE BULLETIN

PARISIAN A"

CORSETS, authentic Paris
PARISIANA embodied in a
practical
American-mad- e
Corset. This, briefly, is
the meaning of the name Parisiana :

'4

tact between the Limestone and the
Eruptive in the Waldo tunnel at
Kelly, Socorro county. Several years
ago while driving this tunnel, some
ore was found on this contact, but
little attention was paid to it at the
time, as it was taken for granted that

der, youthful lines, straight hips
and slightly hipped in waist ef-

'.'.

in a

this

fect, accomplishing
i

.

i

Harmless and Comfortable Way

NATHAN

